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0. Introduction

For Riemannian symmetric spaces (RSS) of noncompact type Helgason [2], [3], [5],
found the analog of classical Fourier analysis. This paper concerns the counterpart of
Helgason's theory for RSS of compact type. Together with classical Fourier theory
these results constitute a unified Fourier analysis on RSS related to, but distinct from
the established alternatives of representation theory and the spherical Fourier transform. An advantage of this style of Fourier theory is that the transform kernel has the
same kind of simplicity as the functions e/xy of classical Fourier theory. In particular,
the transform kernel employs scalar-valued eigenfunctions of first order differential
operators.
On the other hand, the theory given here for the compact RSS involves a severe
singularity in part of the transform kernel. One may avoid this singularity by confining
consideration to the half of the RSS closest to the origin; call this the local theory. The
local theory is given in Section 1 for any compact RSS. The rest of this paper is devoted
to the global theory for compact RSS of rank one. (It is not clear that a global theory
exists for the higher rank compact RSS.)
In broad outline, Helgason's transform comes from the wedding of the spherical
Fourier transform with an integral formula for the Poisson kernel. In Helgason's
notation ([5], p. 418) this formula is

dP~(g-lh) = ~ e~-i~+~)~A~kg~)e~i~+~)~a~kh)~dk(g, h E G).
J~

(o. 1)
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It has a generalization, T h e o r e m 1.7, which, following Helgason, is combined in
Section 1 with the spherical transform to obtain the local theory. At the end of Section
1 a statement of the Main theorem in the global theory for rank one RSS of compact
type is given. The remaining sections prove this theorem.
These ideas have been worked out in [7] and [8] for the sphere. The sphere theory
is summarized in Section 2 of this paper. Section 2 goes on to develop some refinements of the sphere theory which play an essential role in Section 3. These refinements
have to do with the restriction of the Fourier transform to functions of a given K-type.
The main achievement of this paper is the establishment of the global theory for
the rank one spaces which have double restricted roots. To this end we introduce a
device which is of independent interest: a map ~ from the symmetric space S to the
closed unit ball f2 in a Euclidean space of low dimension (3, 5, or 9 depending on the
multiplicity of the double restricted root of S). Section 4 develops the rich theory of this
map. Via ~ we reduce the main analytic difficulties to the study of a certain singular
integral on f2. Section 3 anticipates and treats this singular integral by separation-ofvariables and the theory of Section 2. These results were announced in [9].

Notation.

If L is a Lie group acting on a manifold M (e.g.,

element of the Lie algebra of L then

Dx denotes

M=L)

and x is an

the corresponding differential operator

on M:

Dxf(m ) = df(exp(tx)

m)t=0

( f E CI(M), m E M).

Thus [D x, Dy]---D[x,y ]. Extend the definition of Dx to x in the complex Lie algebra of L
by complex linearity.
As a rule, the invariant measure on the homogeneous space of a compact group
will be normalized to have total mass 1. This includes spheres with the single exception
of the circle

R/2JrZ where

the conventional Lebesgue integral is used.

e~ is used to denote a square matrix all of whose entries are 0 except for a 1 in the

(i,j)

position.
In Sections 2 and 3 we use the following notation: q is always >12 and

t ~ = ~/l-ltl 2

(ttl~ 1),

Pn'q(t)= F(q/2)(-2)-n(t~)2-q(d)"
F(n+q/2)
-~t (t9

-

2

( n E N , Itl~<l).

(0.2)
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On the other hand, when z E C and 0<t~<l we take

Pz, q(t) = zFl(-Z, z + q - 1; q/2;(1-t)/2)
= 2Fl(-z/2,(z+q - 1)/2; q/2; 1-t2).

(0.3)
(0.4)

(0.2)-(0.4) are consistent (see [1], Vol. 2, Section 10.9). (0.2) is the Rodrigues formula
defining the nth-degree orthogonal polynomial on [ - l , l] with respect to the weight
(t~) q-2 and normalized so that Pn,q(1)=l. Except for this normalization, Pn, q is the
Gegenbauer polynomial C ~q-1)/z (again see [1], Vol. 2, Section 10.9).
In Sections 2 and 3 the following constants are frequently used:

~Oq: O)q I = B(q/2, 1/2) =

S'

(x<>)q-2 dx.

(0.5)

1

w ( j , q ; z ) = ( - i ) J I - Ik=~
( "z 2+kk++qq--22 )

( j E N , zEC).

(0.6)

In the degenerate case j = 0 we take ~ (0, q; z) = 1.

Acknowledgement. This work would not have been possible without the kind
encouragement, help and inspiration of Sigurdur Helgason. I have also profitted from
discussions with Jeremy Orloff.

1. The local theory
Let S=G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space with K a compact subgroup of the
connected Lie group G. We begin by recalling the spherical Fourier transform theory
for S and then explain the generalization of (0.1) which combines with the former to
produce the Helgason-Fourier transform.
Let q~ denote the set of positive definite zonal spherical functions on S. To each Kinvariant f i n L~(S) is assigned its spherical Fourier transform f: qb~C by

f(r =

(f(s) ~(s) ds (e~E ~).
Js

q~ is given the weakest topology which makes all such f continuous. Then q~ is
locally compact and bears a Plancherel measure de such that for K-invariant f in

LI(S)nL2(S) we get Ilfl12--Ilfl[2. Moreover, for sufficiently nice K-invariant f, say
fE C~(S), we can recapture f from f by
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f(s) = fj(o) O(s)dO.

(1.1)

See [5], Chapter IV, especially the notes to w167
5-7.
We can expand the scope of these facts to cover functions which are not Kinvariant: To each @E~ there corresponds a function, also denoted 0, on S x S as
follows

O(gK, hK) = O(g-lh)

(g, h E G).

Then f o r f E C~(S), not necessarily K-invariant, we have

f(s)=f.fsf(s,)O(s',s)ds'd 0.

(1.2)

To obtain a full Fourier theory the idea is to replace the 0(s', s) in (1.2) by something
like the right side of (0.1). Helgason carried this out in [3] for G/K of noncompact type.
In a similar way, classical Fourier analysis on R ~ can--not that it should--be developed
from (1.2) and the formula

r

(

e~kZe-iy'kZdk

(x,y, z E R n)

(1.3)

Js O(n)

where

j(r) = F(n/2) r-~n-2)/2J(n_2)/2(r) ( r > 0)
and arm is the ruth order Bessel function of the first kind. (1.3) is the analog of (0. I) for
S=RL On R", (1.1) becomes the Bessel-Hankel transform.
A major point of this section is that (0.1) and (1.3) have a common generalization,
Theorem 1.7, that holds on all RSS.
To appreciate the generality of these ideas, assume only that G is a connected
unimodular Lie group, K is a compact subgroup, and their complex Lie algebras are
~, L Assume also that ~ contains a complex subalgebra b, complimentary to ~:
= ~+b.
By 1~denote the set of Lie algebra homomorphisms ;t of 19into C, i.e., 2: b ~ C is linear
and 2([b, hi)=0.
LEMMA 1.I. Let t~ be any connected, simply connected open subset of S=G/K
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such that on ~ the vector fields Dx (x E b) are nonvanishing. Then for every )` E ~ there is
a nonzero function f on t? such that on t~
Dxf=)`(x)f

(xEb).

(1.4)

f is C~, nonvanishing on ~7, and unique up to a scalar factor.
Proof. )` defines a closed, hence exact, l-form dg on (7 by
dg(Dx) =)`(x)

(x E b).

Take f = eg.

[]

Let ~ denote the subset of 1~consisting of), for which (1.4) admits a global solution
f4=0 in C~(S). Let So denote the origin (i.e., the identity coset) in S=G/K.
COROLLARY 1.2. For any )1,E b, (1.4) has a unique solution f such that f(so) = 1. This
solution will be denoted e(b,)`).
]~ is clearly a semigroup under addition and

e(b,g~)e(b,)`2) = e(b,)`~+)`2)

()`1,22E b).

Example. If S=G/K is an RSS of noncompact type and G = N A K is its Iwasawa
decomposition, take b to be the complex Lie algebra of the group NA. Then
e(b,g)(gs o) = ex(A(g)) (g E G)
where the notation on the right side is that used in (0.1): A(g) is in the Lie algebra of A
such that g E N exp(A(g)) K.
LEMMA 1.3. For all )` E ~ the function

r

JK e(b,)`) (ks) dk

(s E S)

(1.5)

is a spherical function on S in the sense that it satisfies ~a(s0) = 1 and
~a(gK) e~(s) = flc ~)~(gks) dk

(g E G, s E S).

Proof. For any s E S define f, on G/K by f,(gK)= ~ice(b,)`) (gAs) dk. Then fs satisfies
(1.4) and so by Lemma 1.1,
fs = ~a(s) e([, 2).
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Consequently

fK~(gks)dk=fKftce(b,2)(klgk2s)dk, dk2.
Reverse the order of integration to get

frfs(klgK) dk, = fr~(s) e( b,2) (klgK ) dk, = ~(s) ~(gK).

[]

This lemma gives Harish-Chandra's formula for zonal spherical functions in case

G/K is a RSS of noncompact type. Of course he also showed the much harder fact (for
those spaces) that the q~z 0-E b) exhaust the zonal spherical functions.
LEMMA 1.4. If G is compact and b is solvable then
(i) each irreducible G-submodule of L2(S) contains a function e(b, 2)for some 2 E b;
(ii) LI(K\G/K) is commutative;
(iii) each zonal spherical function on S is of the form ~0~(as given by (1.5))for some

~.

Proof. Since G is compact any irreducible G-submodule V of L2(S) is finite
dimensional. Then by Lie's theorem, D~ has a nonzero eigenvector f E V. In other
words, f satisfies (1.4). Thus it is nonzero at So, so f=f(so)e(b,2) where 2 and f are
related by (1.4). This proves (i).
The uniqueness of e(b, 2) asserted by Lemma 1.1 shows that the various irreducible
G-submodules of L2(S) are inequivalent. This implies (ii) as follows: LI(K',G/K) acts on
L2(S) by convolution on the right. This action commutes with the regular representation
of G on LZ(S). Since each irreducible component of L2(S) is distinct as a G-module,
right convolution by LI(K\G/K) is a scalar on each irreducible component by Schur's
lemma. Thus L~(K\G/K) has a faithful representation by commuting operators, proving (ii).
(iii) follows from (i), (ii), and Lemma 1.3 because (ii) implies that every zonal
spherical function q~ belongs to an irreducible G-submodule Vr of L2(S) and is unique in
V~. Take 2E~ such that e(b,2)EVr Then we must have ~=q~.
[]
Of course if S is a compact RSS then it satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.4, but
there are some compact nonsymmetric spaces which also satisfy Lemma 1.4. An
example is U(n)/SU(n-1). For this space, g=g[(n, C) and ~ [ ( n - 1 , C) regarded as
acting on coordinates z2..... zn of z E Cn; b is spanned by
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I,

e12--e21,

eu+iezj

ell+e22,

and

ell--e22+i(ej2+e21),

ejl+iej2

( j = 3 ..... n).

In harmonic analysis on n o n c o m p a c t RSS a prominent role is played by 0, half the
sum of positive roots. However, here we find it more convenient to use 20. It enters as
the trace form r on b:
r(x) = tr(adb(x))

(x E b).

LEMMA 1.5. I f G is unimodular and K is compact and connected then - r E 6.

Proof. Let ~o~ and oJ~ be nonzero, homogeneous elements of maximal degree in the
Grassmann algebras of f and b respectively. Then the function f on G defined by
f(g) coo/x ~o~= ~o~ ^ Ad(g) ~ot
is constant on right K-cosets in G and so may be regarded as defined on S. As such, it
satisfies f(s0)= 1 and (1.4) with 2 = - r

since by the unimodularity of G,

Dxf(g)o~ ~ ^ r = -(ad(x)~o,) ^ Ad(g)c0t

(xE ~)

and
ad(x) cob = r(x) ~o~ (x E b).
Consequently f = e(b, - r).

[]

Note. In this argument the compact-connectedness of K really enters only to
insure that K is strictly unimodular in the sense that det(Ad~(k)) = 1 for k E K. O(2n) is an
example of a compact group which is not strictly unimodular and for which the lemma
fails. This point should have been made in [9].
Assume throughout the rest of this section that the conditions of L e m m a 1.5 are
met.
LEMMA 1.6. I f s E S is a point at which e(b, - r ) (s):#0 then e(b, 2) (s):#Ofor all 2 E b.

Consequently there is a maximal connected, open, K-invariant neighborhood Sl/z of
SoE S on which e(b, 2) are :#0 for all 2 E b.
Proof. At points gK of S where e(b, r)~=0, we have (in the notation of L e m m a 1.5)
that
o~ A Ad(g)tot = e(b, -r)(gK)oJ~ A a~t 9 O,
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i.e. b+Ad(g) f=g. At such points gK the operators D~ (xED) are nonvanishing and so
by Lemma 1.1, e(b, 2)4:0 at those points.
Since K is compact, the K-orbit of the zero set of e(b, - r ) is closed. Take Sv2 to be
the component containing so of the compliment of this K-orbit.

[]

In case S is a noncompact RSS, S1/2=S. For rank 1 simply connected compact
RSS, Su2 is the ball around So whose radius is half the distance to the antipodal set,
hence the notation.
S~/z is the set on which the local theory lives. On S~/2 define

e . ( b , j . ) = e ( b , A - r ) -I

(2 E b).

The idea is that these functions and their K-conjugates comprise the Fourier
transform kernel while the e(b, 2) (and their K conjugates) give the inverse transform
kernel.
It is time to bring in the generalization of (0. I) which will combine with (1.2) to give
the local theory.
THEOREM 1.7. For all ~ E

s) = ( e.(b, 2) (ks') e(b, 2) (ks) dk (s' E Si/2, s E S).

r

(1.6)

Js

For RSS of compact type this may be proved by analytic continuation of (0.1).
However a more general proof will be given which applies at once to all RSS and some
other spaces like U(n)/SU(n-1). Theorem 1.9 uses the same idea in its proof.
We need an intermediate result. Let Po and Pr denote the complimentary projections of g onto b and f respectively. For x E g define

~x(k) = PrAd((k)x)

(kEK).

Regard ~x as a vector field on K thus:

Dr

= d f(exp(t~x(k)) k)t=o (kE K , f E C=(K)).

If ~ is unimodular (i.e., its trace form is 0) then div(~) is a well-defined function on K.
The following lemma does not require that K be compact or connected.
LEMMA 1.8. I f g and f are unimodular and r is the trace form o f b then
div(~x) (k) = z(Pb(Ad(k) x))

(x E g, k E K).
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Proof. L e t x1, ... , x n be a basis of f and r/ ..... r/n a dual basis of f*. Then for any x E g
div(~) (k) = ~ D~j(tlfl~x(k))) =
j=l

2

~flPr([xj, Ad(k) x])) -- - tr(P~ o ad(Ad(k) x)). (1.7)

j=l

Let y=Ad(k)x. Since f is unimodular,
tr(P~ o ad(P~y)) = 0
and since y=P,y+P~y we get that the right side of (1.7) is
- t r ( P , o ad(y)) = -tr(P~ o ad(P b y)).
By the unimodularity of fi this is
tr (P~ o ad(P~(y))) = r(Pb(y))
as was to be proved.

[]

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Denote the right side of (1.6) by ~p(s', s). L e m m a 1.3 already
gives
q~(s 0, s) = ~z(s) = ~P(s0, s)

(s E S)

so it suffices to show that

g~-->~p(gs',gs) (s'ESvE, SES, gEG)

(1.8)

is constant in g for g sufficiently near 1 in G. We do this by differentiating (1.8) with
respect to x E ~ at g = l and showing that the result is always 0. In fact, if we fix s' and s
and define

f(g) = e,(b, 2) (gs') e(b, 2) (gs)
then the aforementioned derivative of (1.8) is

r (DAd(k)xf) (k ) dk.
Split Ad(k)x into its b and f components (the latter is ~x(k)) and use the definition of

e,(b,2) to get
(Dgd~k)xf) (k) = (Dcxf) (k) + r(Pb(Ad(k) x))f(k)
6-908288 Acta Mathematica 164. Imprim6 le 23 f~vrier 1990
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which by L e m m a 1.8 is
(Dr

(k)+ (div(~x)f) (k).

The integral of this over K is 0 by the divergence theorem.

[]

Theorem 1.7 has an easy generalization:
THEOREM 1.9. F o r )t I ..... 2jE b let ).=)t1+...+2 j and define ~P=~P~I..... ~j on the j-fold
Cartesian p r o d u c t S j by

~p(s1..... sj) = J K e ( b , X O ( k s O . . . . . e ( b , X ~ ) ( k s j ) d k

(s I .... ES).

Then ~p is K-invariant in the sense that
~p(ks 1..... ksj) = ~p(s 1..... sj)

(k E K; s I .... ES)

and we can define an analytic f u n c t i o n W on S J+l by
W(gs o, s 1..... sj) = ~p(g-ls 1..... g-lsj)

(g E G; s I .... E S).

Moreover, f o r s E $I/2 a n d Sl .... E S we have

qJ(s, s I ..... sj) = f r e,(b, 2) (ks) e(b, 2 0 (ks I) "..." e(b, ).j) (ksj) dk.
Proof. The K-invariance of 7) is obvious. Use the previous proof with
f ( g ) = e.(b, 20 (gs) e(b, ~.1)(gsO'..." e(b, )tj) (gsj)

(g E G)

to show, as was done there, that
Dx

f(kg) dk=O

(xEg).

[]

R e m a r k . This is Theorem 1.7 if we take j = 1, ~p=~Oa(s) and ttt(s, sl)=~a(s, sl). Just as

Theorem 1.7 leads to the global Main theorem so also Theorem 1.9 leads to the global
Theorem 1.13.
Now restrict attention to RSS of compact type. It is traditional to write U instead
of G for the connected group of isometries of S and we do so:
S = U/K.
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Let u denote the real Lie algebra of U and g its complexification. Let f0 denote the
real Lie algebra of K and f its complexification. 0 will denote the Caftan involution on
u, g, or U. K contains no normal subgroup of U, U is semisimple, and
u = ~ 0 + f 0 where

OlP0=-I.

Let ao be a maximal abelian subspace of ~0 and ct its complexification. Choose a
Weyl chamber in iao and let
g= f+a+n
be the corresponding complexified Iwasawa decomposition. Let X (respectively X+)
denote the set of restricted (respectively, positive) roots so that n is the sum of
ga, a E X+. We take
-=- a - I - I t .

In this context Lemma 1.4 is well known. The functions e(b,2) are the highest
weight vectors in the irreducible U-submodules of L2(S), normalized to be 1 at the
origin So. The functionals

belong to A+, the set of highest (restricted) weights of the representations

x~-~-Dx (xE g)
of g on the various irreducible U-submodules of L2(S).
For simply connected spaces S it is known that
A + = { n . tt = n 1~1 + . . . + nl/~/I n = (n I..... n ) E N l}

(1.9)

where the ~ may be given simply and explicitly in terms of Z+ as follows. Let X*
denote the "unmultipliable" roots fl E X, i.e., those such that 2f $ X. If {a~ ..... a~} is the
basis of X which gives X+ then {f~ ..... Bit} is a basis of the root system X* where

fli=

ai
2a i

if
if

2a i ~. E
2a l E E

(see [4], p. 475). Then (/~j} is the basis of a* determined by
f/> _
<f;,fi>
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This is proved in [I0]. The following simple proof is due to Helgason:
Denote the right side of (1.9) by M+ and let M be the full lattice generated by M+.
Also let
A={/~ ( / t ' a ) 6 Z

(a,a)

for all a E Z } .

Then
M+ =

{,u E MI(#,/~j)/--0 for all j = 1..... l}

and by Corollary 4.2 on p. 538 of [5],
A+ = {# E Al(#,flj ) t>0 for all j = I ..... l).
Thus it suffices to show that A=M. Since reflection in one of the flj permutes the
remaining fli, M is stable under the action of such reflections, hence under the Weyl
group W. Every fl in ]E* has the form sfli for some s E W and l<.i<.l. Thus
M = ) .f # ~I (/,,/~) 6 Z f o r a l l f l 6 Z * } = A .
To summarize the situation for simply connected spaces, if we identify 2 E l~ with
;tlct (since 2(n)=O) we get
fi = {-n-lttl n E Nt}.

Let M denote the centralizer of a in K and, as with the dual noncompact symmetric
space, let B = K / M . Recall that the points of B are in natural bijective correspondence
with the K-conjugates of b. Also, each e(b, 2) is M-invariant.
It is convenient to introduce an alternative to the notation e(b,2) as follows:
For n 6 NI and b = k M 6 B write
e(b, n)(s) = e ( b , - n . p ) ( k - l s )

(s6S).

(Thus e(b, n) (with b = k M ) is an eigenfunction of Ad(k)b in the same way that
e(b, - n . la) is an eigenfunction of b.)
The trace form r of b is
l

r= ~
aE~'+

m a a = ~.i mrj~lJ
j=l
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where ma is the multiplicity of a. Assuming again that S is simply connected (so K is
connected and L e m m a 1.5 applies), - 7 is in b. Thus the numbers m~j are integers 1>0.
Let
m T= (m~t ..... m~l) E N t.
Then for b=kM define e.(b, n) on the S~/2 of L e m m a 1.6 by

e,(b, n) (s) = e,(b, - n . ~t)(k-is) = e(b, n+m~)-l(s)

(s E $1/2).

If we write q~. for q~_,.~ then (1.6) becomes

dp.(s', s) = [ e.(b, n) (s') e(b, n) (s) db (s' E Sv2, s E S).
JB

(1.1o)

To reformulate (1.2) in this notation, let Y(,(S) denote the irreducible U-submodule
of L2(S) containing q), (n ~ Nt). Let d. denote its dimension. Then N t parametrizes the
space 9 of (1.2) and the Plancherel measure at the point n is precisely d,. Thus (1.2)
says

f(s)=~ndnfsf(S')~.(s',s)ds'.

(1.11)

The sum is over N t. I f f is in L2(S) (resp., Ca(S)) then the series converges in L2(S)
(resp., C=(S)). See [10].
The next result is the local Fourier inversion theorem.
THEOREM 1.10. For the compact RSS S and fECc(S1/2) (with Sll2 (lS in Lemma 1.6)

define its Fourier transform f on B • N t by
f(b, n) = fsf(S) e.(b, n) (s) ds.

Then
f(s)= ~ d. fBf(b,n)e(b,n)(s)db
with the series converging in Lz(Sv2). If fE Cc(Sv2) then the series converges in
C~
Proof. In view of (1.11) all we have to prove is
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fsf(S

(
e~.(s',
S)
)
ds' = JBf(b, n) e(b, n) (s) db.

For this, replace f(b, n) by its defining integral so that the right side becomes

fs(f(s')e.(b,n)(s')e(b,n)(s)ds'db.
JS

Then switch the order of integration and apply (1.10) and (1.11).
By reversing the roles of e(b, n) and

[]

e,(b, n) we obtain a weaker alternative Fourier

theory. For fE LI(S) define the transform f by
j~b, n) --- ~f(s)

Js

e(b, n) (s) ds.

Then

f(s)= ~ d. fsf(b,n)e.(b,n)(s)db

(1.12)

with qualifications on f and the convergence as in Theorem 1.10. For s ES~/2the proof
of (1.12) is similar to Theorem 1.10 with a slight twist: In place of (1.11) we need
f(s)=

Z d. [ f(s') ~p,(s,s') ds'.
n

(1.13)

.1S

Since dp,(s,s')=gp.(s',s), (1.13) follows from (1.11) by replacing f by f i n (1.11) and
conjugating both sides.
But now observe that each term in the series in (1.12) is an analytic function on S.
Thus we can really recapturefglobally from f by (1.12): Compute each term on Sv2 and
then extend that term to all of S by analytic continuation, or better, by the knowledge
that it lies in ~g,(S).Then sum the series.
This is perhaps best regarded as a hopeful sign that a more satisfactory approach to
a global theorem for higher rank compact RSS will be possible. As a further indication,
observe that there is a Parseval formula that links f and f:

fsf~(s)fz(s)ds= ~ d. fJ,(b,n)~(b,n)db

(1.14)

assuming, say, that f~ E L2(S1/2)and fz E LZ(S). Again, the proof is similar to Theorem
1.10. However, it is not clear how to exploit this to define fglobally.
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Space

m

m2

~1

mr

Sq

q- 1

0
0

ct
2ct

q-I
( l - 1)/2

Pt(C)
Pt(H)
P2(Cay)

2 ( / - 1)
4 ( / - 1)
8

1

2a

l

3
7

2a
2a

21+ 1
11

Table 1

Now we turn to the statement of the global definition of f for the rank one compact
RSS. This is equivalent to defining e,(b, n) as a distribution on all of S, not just S1/2. Our
approach is to do this first for e,(bo, n) where b0 is the identity coset in B=K/M. (Note
then that e(bo, n) is an eigenfunction of b). Then we define

e,(kb o, n)(s) = e,(b o, n)(k-ls)

(kEK).

This is consistent with our earlier definition of e,(b, n) on S~/2. Of course, the definition
of e,(kbo, n) is interpreted via integration against a C ~ test function:

f(kb o, n) = f e,(b o, n) (s)f(ks) ds.

(1.15)

Js

To define e,(b0, n) globally we anticipate future developments and introduce the
function ~1: S ~ R by ~l(S)=9~(e(bo, 1)(s)) (s E S). Here ~ denotes the real part.
On the open set ~ * 0 in S define e,(bo, n) as the function
e(b , n + m ) -1

if S is a real projective space or odd dimension sphere;

sgn(~ 1) e(b o, n+m~) -1

otherwise.

The numbers mr used here are defined, as before, by m~/~l=r w h e r e / z l is the
generator of b and r is the trace form on b. Z+ is either {a} or {a, 2a} with multiplicities
ml for a and me for 2a if it exists (otherwise take m2=0)./~1 is a for the spheres and 2a
for the projective spaces. Thus we have Table 1.
F o r the projective spaces we have the general formula
m r = ml/2+m

On

~1::~0 the

2.

function e,(bo, n) is not in L 1 so to make sense of (1.15) we must
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regularize the integral. For this we need the distance function 6 on S. 6(s) gives the
geodesic distance to s from the origin So. It is convenient to normalize 6 so that its
maximal value is er. Thus {s E S 16(s)=~r} is the antipodal set.

Definition 1.11. For e, r/~>0 define
S(e, ~) = / s E SI cos(~(s)) t> ~- 1, I~,(s)l 1> ~}.
Then for fELl(S), kEK and n EN define

f(kbo, n;e,~l)= l

f(ks)e,(bo, n)(s)ds

dS(e, q)

and, if the limit exists, define f(b, n) by
lira

o+f(b, n;O, q)

if S is a sphere;

lim _,o+f(b, n; e, O)

if S is Pt(R);

lim

otherwise

o+(lim o+f(b,n;e,r/))

MAIN THEOREM 1.12. For a compact rank one Riemannian symmetric space S and

for fEC=(S),J~b, n) exists as defined above and, as a function of b EB, is in C=(B).
Moreover, f can be recaptured from f by
f(s) = ~ d.

(b, n) e(b, n) (s) db

with the series converging in C|
Remark. There is also a global Parseval formula (1.14). The proof of this is
straight-forward once the theorem is established; it will be let to the reader.
The proof of Theorem 1.12 for the sphere was given in [8]. That work is summarized and extended in Section 2 where Theorem 1.13 is also proved and it is shown how
the case Pt(R) is covered. Section 4 contains the proof of the Main theorem for the
remaining projective spaces.
Definition I. 11 and Theorem 1.12 make precise what we mean by a global theory:
the unbounded function e,(b, n) is extended to an eigenfunction of Ad(k) b on the dense
open set e(b, 1)#:0 and then to a distribution on all S in such a way as to make possible
the recapture of f as in Theorem 1.12. This is the crucial point--there will be many
ways to extend the eigenfunction function to a distribution but most of them will not
result in the recapture o f f .
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When the proof of the Main theorem is applied to Theorem 1.9 the result is
Theorem 1.13. The case of Theorem 1.13 for the sphere is used (under the name
Corollary 2.12) at a crucial point (Lemma 4.34) in the proof of the Main theorem in
Section 4. Theorem 1.13 asserts a kind of Kronecker factorization of a U-module ~(n(S)
by expressing it explicitly as a submodule of the tensor product of modules

~(n,(S) ..... gg,s(S),

nl+ ...+nj = n.

THEOREM 1.13. For a compact rank one Riernannian symmetric space S and
positive integers n I ..... nj define qJ=W,l ..... ,~ on S i+1 as in Theorem 1.9 by

tP(us o, s I ..... s) = I e(b, nl) (u-lsO.... 9e(b, n) (u-is) db
JB
For f E L2(S) let f ~ ..... .j E Y(.i ..... ~j(Sy)= ~(.~(S)|
fni ..... nj(Sl . . . . . Sj) = d n ~ f(s)
dS

(u E U).

| ~(.s(S) be defined by
W(s, sl, ..., s) ds

where n=nl + . . . + n s. The map f~-->f,~..... "s is a U-module homomorphism o f L2(S) into
~ ..... ~s(Sj) such that fn ~..... ,j(s ..... s)=f,(s) E ~ ( S ) . Moreover, if f is in C ~ then
fn~ .....

nj(Sl .....

Sj) = d, l a b ,

n) e(b, n 0 (sO..... e(b, n) (s) db.

(1. 16)

dB

Partial proof. The construction of tlJ makes it clear that when all but one of the
s~..... sj (say s i) are fixed then s i ~ f , ~..... ,j(s I ..... s i.... , s) is in Y(,,(S); thus f,,...,,~ is in
~(nl..... nj(SJ)" f~-->fnl..... nj is U-equivariant because ttJ is U-invariant in that
Ud(us, us 1.... ) = ~ ( s , s ~ .... )
9 (us o, s

(uEU).

s) = fB e(b, n) (u-as) db = ~O,(u-l s)

by L e m m a 1.3 from which we get f,~ ..... ,j(s ..... s)=fn(s ) where f , is the projection o f f
into the subspace ~(n(S) of LZ(S).
It only remains to prove (1.16). This is not quite a corollary of the Main theorem,
but rather of its proof. For this we must wait until Lemmas 2.13 and 4.36.

[]

The numbers d . = d i m Y(.(S) are polynomials in n for all ranks. For rank one spaces
these numbers are as in Table 2.
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Space

Sq

d.

(2n+q-1)(n+q-2)!
n!(q-l)!

P~(R)

(4n+l-1)(2n+l-2)! _ d2,, for S t

p,(c)

(2n+l) ((n+l- l)!/n!)z
l!(I-1)!
(2n +21+ 1) (n+2t)!(n+21-1)!

P~H)
G(Cay)

(2n)!(I- 1)!

(2/+ 1)!(21- l)!(n+ l)!n!
(2n+ 1 l)(n+ 10)!(n+7)!3!
1 1 !n!(n+3)!7!

Table 2

2. Fourier theory on the sphere

This section is a summary and extension of some results in [7] and [8]. The summary
states that the Main theorem holds for spheres. The extension, which is of central
importance to Section 3, involves a closer look at the Fourier transform of finite Ktypes in L2(S).
Since B is itself the sphere Sq_l, and since

K=SO(q), it makes sense to speak of

~(B)cL2(B), for j E N . The K-types in L2(S) correspond to the K-modules ~.(B).
Specifically, let L~j)(S) denote the subspace of L2(S) whose functions transform like
~(B) under the action of K. Then L2(S) is the Hilbert space direct sum of the L~j)(S),
j E N and we obtain, as Theorem 2.9, the first of the following three essentially
equivalent statements:

(i)f~f(b, n) is a continuous linear map from
is of polynomial growth in j.

L~i)(S) to ~(B). The norm of this map

L2(S) we have that f(b, n) is defined and continuous in b E B provided
that the function from K to L2(S) given by K 9 k ~ f ~ is sufficiently differentiable.
(iii) For f E L2(s),f( 9, n) is a distribution on B.
(ii) For f E

After the summary statements there is a segment on the orthogonal polynomials
Pn, q (see (0.2)) which give the zonal spherical functions q~n on

S=Sq. P,,,q is defined for

n<0 in (0.3)--(0.4). We will find that the functions P,,_j, q+2jenter into the computation of

f(b, n) when f E L~j)(S). Thus the behavior of P~_j, q+z~as j---~oo is important. At the end
of the section we show how to compute f(b, n), prove Theorem 1.13 for S=Sq, and
discuss how this section applies to real projective space.
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For the duration of the section fix the integer q>~2 and let S=Sq, the unit sphere in
R q§ Take s0=(l, 0 ..... 0) E S, U=SO(q+ 1), and K the subgroup of U which fixes So. Of
course K-~SO(q). Now g = g o ( q + l , C ) has the complexified Iwasawa decomposition
~ + a + n where we may take a and n thus:
Ct= CXo, x 0 = ezl-el2,

n = span{eu-ejl+i(e2Fej~)lj = 2 ..... q + l } .

Then Z+={ct} where a(xo)=-i, b = a + n and b is generated by kq=a.

B=K/M is identifiable with the sphere s~- fl S, the " e q u a t o r " in S if we regard So as
the north pole. In this identification, take b0=(0, 1,0 .... 0). For s ESq with S'so*O we
have

e(b, n) (s) = (S.So+iS. b) n,
e.(b, n) (s) = (sgn(s. So))q-I(S" So-t-is "b) -n-q+l .
Recall that Nn(S) denotes the irreducible U-submodule of L2(S) containing e(b, n).
It consists of the homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree n

o n R q+l ,

restricted to

S. Its zonal spherical function ~n is given by:

~)n(s) = Pn, q(S" So) (s E S)
where Pn, q is defined in (0.2). T h e o r e m 1.7 has the following easy extension on So:
LEMMA 2.1. For s, s' CS with s' "so+O,

P., o(s "s') = I e(b, n) (s) e.(b, n) (s') db.
JB
Proof. T h e o r e m 1.7 gives this in case s' "s0>0. Next, replace s' by - s ' and observe
that the minus sign comes out of both sides as ( - 1)n.

[]

Remark. This is [8], Key L e m m a 3.9. It shows why the factor sgn(s'.So) q-1 is
needed in e.(b, n) (s').
If we consider e(b, n) (s) as a function of b E B then it is easy to see that the space
spanned by these functions as s varies in S is the space of polynomials on B of degree
<~n. F r o m this and L e m m a 2,1 we get a result which will be used to prove L e m m a 2.11
which is in turn a foundation of T h e o r e m 1.13 and the Main theorem.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let Q be a polynomial o f degree <~n on B. Then there is a unique

function FQ E Ygn(S) such that
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FQ(S) = fB Q(b) e.(b, n) (s) db (s E S, s. so #: 0).
Turn now to the Main theorem for S=Sq. In this case the subset S(0,r/) in
Definition 1.11 is simply

s 0,

= ( s e sl Is.s0[ > ,7}.

For r/>0, e.(b, n) is bounded on S(0, 7/) uniformly in b so the f(b, n;0, r/) of Definition
1.11 makes sense for all fELl(S) and r/>0.
The essential content of Theorem 3.6 and L e m m a 5.20 of [8] is provided in
THEOREM 2.3. For an integer n>~O and a function f~cn+q-2(S)

we have that
f(b, n;0, r/) converges uniformly on B to a continuous function f(b, n) as ~---~0+. The
map f~--~f(b, n) is K-equivariant and continuous from the Banach space c"+q-2(S) to
C(B). Moreover, the component f, o f f in Y(,(S) may be recaptured from f(b, n) by
fn(s) = d, f J ( b , n) e(b, n) (s) db.
(Thus the Main theorem holds for S=Sq.)
To meet needs which arise in Section 3 it is necessary to go further in the following
respect: the smoothness which is demanded o f f in the previous result need only be
imposed in the K-direction. That is, we really only need that k ~ f k be smooth from K to
L2(S). This is the thrust of Theorem 2.9, as can be seen from the equivalence of (i)-(iii)
in the introductory remarks to this section. In preparation for these results we need to
look more closely at the functions Pn, q especially when 1 - q < n < 0 .
Recall that for arbitrary complex z we define Pz, q(t) (0<t<~ 1) by (0.3) and (0.4). For
negative integers n we also define Pn, q(t) on - l ~ < t < 0 by

Pn, q(-t) = ( - 1)nen, q(t).
Then for all integers n and all 0<ltl~<l we have

P_n_q+ l,q( t) = (sgn( t) )q-l P n,q(t).
Note that when 1 - q < n < 0 , P,, q is not a polynomial, even when it is restricted to (0, 1];
however for such n it is strictly positive and monotone decreasing on (0, I]. The limit
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Pz, q(O+) exists for all z and is computable from (0.4) and Gauss' formula for
2Fl(a, b; c; 1). Specifically,

Pz, q(O+) = Vr-~-F(q/2) ~9(z,q) where 0~(z,q) = (F((1-z)/2)F((z+q)/2)) -~.

(2.1)

Note that ~9(z,q) is an entire function of z.
LEMMA 2.4. For z, w E C we have

Pz, q(t) Pw, q(t) (to)q-2 dt

( z - w) (z+ w + q - 1)

(2.2)
= 2~F(q/2)2(g~(z, q) ~(w+ 1, q - 2 ) - ~(w, q) ~(z+ 1, q-2)).

This is a restatement of a known fact about Jacobi polynomials [6], p. 282. As a
consequence we obtain
LEMMA 2.5. For complex z in the strip 1-q<~t(z)<0
( 2 z + q - 1) (.l) q ~1 P~, q(t) (t~) q-2 dt

= (F(q)/(2F(-z) F ( z + q - 1))

(t -z-I -tz+q-2)/(t+ I) dt.

Proof. Divide both sides of (2.2) by z - w and let w--~z to get
P2z,q(t) (to)q-2 dt

( 2 z + q - 1)

= 2~F(q/2) 29~(z, q) 9~(z+ 1, q - 2) ~

az

ln(~(z, q)/9~(z + 1, q - 2))

which, with the aid of the Duplication theorem for F and (0.5), reduces to
d

o-1)))

F ( - z/2) F ( ( z + q - 1)/2)

The conclusion follows from [1], Vol. 1 (1.7(1) and 1.8(2)).

).
[]

For all integers n define the quantity d(n, q) by

d(n, q)-i = %

f'

1

PEn,q(t) (t•) q-2 dt.

(2.3)
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When n~>0 then

d(n, q)- 1 = fs 02n(s)ds = d~ 1
and this is given in Table 2 in Section 1:

d(n, q) = (2n+q-1)(n+q-2)!/(n!(q-1)!)

(n 1>0).

(2.4)

LEMMA 2.6. For integers l - q < n < 0 there is a number 0 < e < l such that

d(n, q) = ( l + e) ( q - 1 ) -1
Proof. In Lemma 2.5 take z=r real and such that 1 - q < r < 0 , r4=(1-q)/2. Then the
numerator in the right hand integrand in that lemma does not change sign so for
r4:(1-q)/2 the claim follows from the integral mean value theorem which lets us replace
1/(t+ 1) by 1/(e+ 1). The excluded case follows by continuity.
[]
The following extension of Lemma 1.3 for S=Sq is known ([1], Vol. 2, 10.9 (31)):

Pz, q(t)=

(t+itob.b')Zdb'=wq_l

J

(t+itox)Z(xo)q-3dx

(0<t~I,zEC).

(2.5)

I

(Recall O)qfrom (0.5).) Note that if z=n is an integer then (2.5) also holds for -l~<t<0.
Recall ~ from (0.6). (2.5) has the following generalization (which is closely related
to Corollary 2.2):
LEMMA 2.7. For any integer j>~O,function QE ~(B), and numbers zEC, 0<t~<l

~

(t+itob.b')ZQ(b')db'= Q(b)~(j,q;-z-q+l)(to)JPz,2i+q(t).

(2.6)

Proof. The special case j = 0 , Q = I is just (2.5). For j>0, the Funk-Hecke theorem
(see [11, Vol. 2, p. 247) shows that the left side of (2.6) equals f(t)Q(b) where

f'

f(t) = Wq_1

(t+ito)zPj.q_l(x)(xo)q-adx.
1

By the Rodrigues formula (0.2) for Pj, q_~ and j-fold integration-by-parts, this
becomes

f(t) = ~'(j, q - 1; - z - q + 2 ) O)q_l(t~)j

f'
1

(t+it~)z-J(xo) 2j+q-3dx.
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From (2.5) (with z replaced by z - j and q by 2j+q) this is
-at(j, q - 1 ; - z - q + 2 )

((I)q_l/(l)2j+q_l) (t~)JPz_j, 2j+q(t).

This times Q(b) is the right side of (2.6) since

w(j, q--1; Z) a)q_ 1 = w(j, q; z--1) O)2j+q_1.

[]

If we replace z by - n - q + 1 we get
COROLLARY 2.8. For integers n,j>~O, QE ~r

and 0<[tl~<l we have

sgn(t)q-1 fB (t+it<>b. b')n-q+lQ(b ')db' = Q(b) w(j, q; n) (t9

2j+q(t).

Now introduce cylindrical coordinates (t, b)E I - l , 1]• in S in order to make
precise some of our preliminary remarks about K-types in L2(S) and their relation to the
spaces Y(j(B):

~ (t, b ) ~ s = s(t, b) = tSo+t~b E S.

[-1, 1]•

The space L~j)(S) is spanned by functions of the form

f(s(t, b)) -- g(t) Q(b) (Q E ~(B), g E L2([- 1, 1], (t~) q-2 dt)).

(2.7)

THEOREM 2.9. For any integers n,j>~O and fE L~j)(S),f(., n) exists, is in ~gj.(B),and
the map f~->f(., n) is continuous from L~j)(S) to ~.(B) with norm bounded above by
(j+ 1)n+~q-3)/2.I f f is given by (2.7) then f(b, n)=Q(b) ~tn,j(g) where

~/tn,j(g) = (l)q w(j, q; n)

f l g(t) Pn-j, 2j+q(t) (t~)j+q-2 dt.
1

2
For arbitrary f E L~j)(S),

f(b, n) = ~tn,j(t ~-~f(s(t, b))).
Proof. First supposefis given by (2.7). For 0<r/< 1 define 5~(r/)= {t] ~/~<lt]~<l). Then
f(b, n; O, r1) = Jsf~o,,)f(s) e.(b, n) (s) ds

g(t)sgn(t)q-l

= ~q fs

Q(b')(t+it

b'b')-n-q+l db'(t )q-2 dt

(~)

Q(b) (l)q ~D~j, q; n) I g(t) e,_j, 2j+q(t) (to) J+q-2 dt
J~ ~)
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by Corollary 2.8. Since the integrand is integrable on [ - 1 , 1],

f(b, n)=lim _~o+f(b,n;0, r/)
exists and is computed as claimed in the theorem.
It is routine to reduce the case of the general element of L~j)(S) to this more special
case by choosing an orthonormal basis {Ql .... } of the finite dimensional space ~ ( B )
and observing that every element of L~j)(S) is a finite sum of elements 3q.... of the form
given in (2.7) with Q=QI .....
If we integrate both sides of the following over B

If(b,

n)l 2 ~< ((.Oqxtr(j, q; n)) 2

= j2tOq

y_-

fl

If(s(t, b))12(t<>)q-2 dt

-1

f

P2n_j,2j+q(t)(t~) 2j+q-2dt

-I

If(sO, b))12(t<>)q-2 dt

(2.8)

1

we see that the norm of the map f---~f(., n) is <~J. From (0.5), (0.6), (2.3), (2.8) and the
Duplication theorem for F we have

j _ (j+n+q-2), (

(q-l)!

)1/2

(2j+q-1)!d(n-j, 2j+q)

(n+q-2)!

From (2.3) and L e m m a 2.6 ( w h e n j > n ) or (2.4) (when j~<n) we have

.......
f l/((l +e)(j-n)!(j+n+q-1)!)
d(n-j, 2j+q) -1 = tzj-~-q-o!l.(n_j3!/((2n+q_l)(j+n+q_2)! )

ifj>n;
i f j ~< n .

From this it is easy to see that

J <<.(j+

I) n+(q-3)/2

proving the claimed estimate on the norm o f f - - f ( . , n).

(2.9)
[]

This result can be used to make explicit computations of f , as the following
restatement and proof of a result from [7], [8] show. Suppose f belongs to

~m(S) n L~j)(S). Then it must have the form
f(s(t, b)) =

Pro-j, 2j+q (t)

(t<>)Jo(b) (b E B, t I <- 1, Q E ~(B)).

(2.10)

THEOREM 2.10. For O<.j<~m and O<-n and f as given in (2.10) we have

f(b, n) = Q(b)tO q ~J(j, q;n) Vd(m-j, n-j, 2j+q)

(2.11)
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where for integers k, ! at least one o f which is t>0,
~(k, l, q) =

f'

Pk, q(t)Pt, q(t)(to)q-2dt.
1

~2(k, l, q) is 0 if k - l is odd or if k>~O and l>~Oand l•k; it is (o)qdk) -1 if k=l>~O; otherwise it
is
2:~F(q/2)z( 9~(k, q) ~(l + 1, q - 2 ) - ~(l, q) ~(k+ 1, q-2))
( k - l ) ( k + l + q - 1)
where l~(z, q) is defined in (2.1).
Proof. (2. l 1) is immediate from Theorem 2.9. The various values of ~ are obtained
as follows: The function Pk, qPl, q is odd if k - l is. If k, 1>~0 then PLq and Pt, q a r e
orthogonal polynomials whose inner product is 0 if k ~ l and is (O)qdk)-I if k=l. The
remaining cases have k ~ l and so are covered by Lemma 2.4.

[]

Now come three results related to the proof of Theorem 1.13 for Sq and also the
proof of Lemma 4.34, itself a crucial step in the proof of the Main theorem in Section 4.
First we have an extended version of Theorem 1.9 for the sphere.
LEMMA 2.11. For positive integers n 1..... nj let ~ = ~ , ~ ..... nj be defined as in
Theorem 1.13. Let n=nl +... +n j and take sE S - B and s I .... E S. Then

~(s, s 1..... sj) = I - e,(b, n) (s) e(b, n 0 (sO... e(b, nj) (s) db.
Js

(2. 12)

Proof. Theorem 1.9 already asserts that (2.12) holds for all s in the hemisphere Sv2
containing So. To see that it holds in the other hemisphere as well, fix s~..... sj and let Q
be the polynomial of degree n on B defined by

Q(b) = e(b, n l) (sl)..... e(b, n) (s)

(b E B).

Then using Corollary 2.2 we can express the right side of (2.12) as FQ(S). This is
analytic in s so equality on S ~ implies equality wherever the right side is defined, i.e.,
on S - B .
[]
For the proof of Lemma 4.34 and Lemma 4.36 we need
COROLLARY 2.12. For positive integers n~..... n~ there is a polynomial
F,~ ..... ,j(y,x O)

.....

X (j))

(y,x(i)ERq+l; i= 1..... j)

7-908288 Acta Mathematica 164. Imprim~ le 23 f~vrier 1990
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which is homogenous of degree n i and harmonic in X (i) for each i= 1..... j and
homogeneous of degree n=nl+...+n j and harmonic in y and is such that if
y'So~=O (where s0=(1 , 0 ..... 0)) then
F,,, ..,nj(Y' X(I) . . . . . x(J))llyl1- 2"-a+l
= ( sgn(y, so)q-l(y 9(So+ib))-"-q+t(x(t). (So+ib))n~... (x(J). (So+ib))"Jdb.

2B

Proof. The homogeneity is clear. The rest follows from L e m m a 2.11 by taking y
and each x (;) to lie on S.

[]

LEMMA 2.13. Theorem 1.13 is valid for the sphere S=Sq.

Proof. By the partial proof of Theorem I. 13 it remains only to show (l. 16) for f i n
C~(S). By Theorem 2.3, f(b, n;0, r/) converges uniformly to f(b, n) as r/---~0+. Then the
right side of (1.16) can be approximated to within e>0 by choosing r/>0 so that

If(b,n)-f(b,n;O, rl)[<e (bEB)
and replacing f(b, n) in (1.16) by f(b, n; 0, ~/) to get

d.f (

f(s)e,(b,n)(s)e(b, nO(sO.....e(b, nj)(sj)dsdb.

als.s01>~

Now interchange the order of integration and use L e m m a 2,1 1 to see that this is

d, f

f(s) W(s, sl, ... sj) ds

JIs's01>r/

which tends torn ~

.....

nj(Sl

. . . . .

Sj) as r/---~O+

[]

Finally we wish to indicate how to prove the Main theorem for the projective space
Pq(R). The proof reduces to Theorem 2.3 by lifting functions on Pq(R) to even functions
on the sphere Sq in R q+~. This goes as one would expect, but it is interesting to note
that whereas for the sphere S=Sq we integrate over S(0,r/) (and let ~/~0), for the
projective space S=Pq(R) we integrate over S(e, 0) (using e=2r/2). Thus for these spaces
it seems t h a t one or the other of the parameters in S(e, ~) is redundant; yet for the
projective spaces over C, H and Cay both parameters are needed.
In a bit more detail: s ~ + s is the projection from Sq to Pq(R). The complex Lie
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algebras g, ~, b, etc. for the two space s are the same. The e(b, n) on Pq(R) lifts to

e(b, 2n) on the sphere Sq. Likewise e,(b, n) on Pq(R) lifts to e,(b, 2n) on Sq. The
function ~l=~(e(b, 1)) on Sq which is used to define f in Definition 1.11 is just

~I(S)=S'So

(sESq, so=(1,O ..... 0))

and this is cos(6s(S)) when s.s0>0 and 6s denotes the function giving distance from So
on S=Sq, normalized so that max(6s)=Jr.
On Pq(R) denote the distance function by 6e so that these two distance functions
are related by

6e(+_s) = 26s(S) (s.s o > 0, s E S).
Consequently

cos(be(+_s)) = 2(s. s0)2-1

(s .s o > 0, s E S).

This is why the set S(2r]2, 0) (when S=Pq(R)) lifts to the set S(0, r/) (when

S=Sq)a s

was

claimed above. Thus the definition off(b, n) on Pq(R) given in Definition 1.11 lifts to the
definition off(b, 2n) on Sq. With this correspondence, the Main theorem and Theorem
1.13 for Pq(R) follow directly from the same results for even functions on the sphere.

3. An intermediate result

This Section is devoted to proving a result about a singular integral which is at the heart
of the analysis in Section 4, as mentioned in the Introduction. The proof makes
essential use of Section 2.
The part of this section which is referred to in Section 4 ends with the statement of
Theorem 3.1. Everything in this section after that point is in the service of the proof of
that theorem. Any references to S, B, e.(b, n), etc. in this section after that point are
references to these objects as they exist in Section 2, not Section 4. On the other hand,
notation up through the statement of Theorem 3.1 is designed for consistency with
Section 4.
The singular integral considered here may be described as follows: Let f~ denote
the closed unit ball in R q+l, q>~2. On Q define the function
e.,n(X ) =

(sgn(x1))q-l(xl+iX2) -n-q+l

(X = (X1, . . . ) E Q , x I ::~:0).
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This notation is chosen to evoke

e,(b,n). Indeed

e,. n(x) = Ilxll-n-q§ e,(bo,

n)(x/llxll)

(x ~ R q+l, x I =1= 0).

For the rest of this section fix an integer m~>0 and define the weight function

w(r)=r-l(1-r) m (0< r~< 1).
Loosely speaking, the singular integral to be examined in this section is

ftf(x) E,,,(x) w(llxll) dx

(3.1)

where f is required to satisfy a certain smoothness condition. Since e.,~ is not integrable we have to regularize (3.1) to make sense of it. The particular regularization studied
here is dictated by the need to prove the Main theorem. It is defined using
f~(~, ,1) = (x ~ QI Ix,I/--,7, Ilxll+x,

~>~) (0 ~<E, ,7 ~< I).

The interpretation of (3.1) is

lim

f(x)~,,.(x)w(llxll)dx

lim+f

(3.2)

~---,0+ t/---,0 JQ(E,r/)

provided that the limit exists.
The work of this section is to explore this existence question and establish control
over the limit process in terms of a certain norm on f.
This norm requires the introduction of three mutually commuting partial differential operators A, O, Ol on Q. Here and hereafter, r will denote the radial variable on
R q+l (r=llxll) and O/Or the radial derivative. Then, motivated by Lemma 4.21, define the
operator

rO 2

r8

A = (~r)+(m+q)~r-rA
where A is the usual Laplacian
so that

o n R q+l.

32

A =~

(3.3)

The operator O denotes the spherical part of A

+ q3_a_r8r +(l/r2) O.

The operator O1 is defined as the spherical part of the Laplacian on R q, acting on
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functions o n
variables.

R q+l
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by holding x~ fixed and differentiating with respect to the remaining

f~0 will denote the interior of f~\{0}. Let ~.(f2) denote the normed linear space of
functions in C3"+q-2(f~o) for which the norm Ar.(f) is defined and finite, where
N . ( f ) = sup (1(I- O) (l-O,)<"+q-')/2Atf(x)l l x s f~o, 0 ~ l <<.n}
and we define the possibly fractional power of I-O~ by the Spectral theorem.
Note that none of the operators in this definition is elliptic at x---0. Thus ~.(f~) can
and does contain functions which are not smooth at x=0, including all functions of the
form rf(x) with f smooth on f~.
THEOREM 3.1. For n fiN there is a constant C.,,.,q such that for f 6 ~.(Q) and
0<e, r/satisfying
)1< (W2)~x~1'"-1) and

e+rl < 1

we have

fQ(e, ,1)f(x),,.(x)w(llxll)dx < C . , m ,

qa~rn(f).

Moreover, the limit (3.2) exists and shares this bound.
The proof is the remainder of this section. Since it is so long the main ideas will be
presented first. In a phrase, the method is separation-of-variables, f i s written as a sum
of functions of the form

rs~-->g(r)h(s) ( 0 < r ~< 1 , s f i S = a s
where the h range over an orthonormal basis of LZ(S) with each h in some

Y(k(S) NL~j)(S). g is essentially given by
g(r) = I-f(rs) h(s) ds (0 < r <~1).
.Is
I

The finiteness of N . ( f ) imposes control over g(r) as r---~0, about which more will be
said in a moment.
We study the limit (3.2) applied to the individual terms g(r)h(s) and note that

f~

g(r)h(s)e.,.(rs)w(r)r q dr ds= fsfh,~,~(s)e.(bo, n)(s)ds =fh,~,~(b0, n)
(E, ,1)
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where bo=(O, 1,0 ..... 0),

f

l

fh,., ~(s) = h(s) i~.,,,~.So~ g(r) r-"(l -r) mdr,
and

r(e'rl't)=min(l'max(~ ' l+t))

(t> - l , t#0).

(3.4)

Theorem 2.9 is made-to-order for the evaluation offh,,,~. However there is still a
major hurdle to be leapt. The function g(r)r-" may blow up badly (in fact like r k-") as
r--->0. This point requires careful analysis and brings us back to the issue of the control
on g(r) provided by N,(f).
Remember that g(r) = fs f(rs) h(s) ds and that h belongs to some YgAS). If k>~n then
JVn(f)<~ will be shown to imply

g(r) -- O(r"] ln(r)]).
In this, the usual case, g(r)r-" presents little difficulty. However, when k<n then
N , ( f ) < ~ gives
(1 -r)m g(r) = a k rk+... +a,_ 1r "-l +O(r" Iln(r) D.
Ultimately this leads us to prove the existence of
lim

limfs(f

e ---'0+ rl --~0+

r-'dr) h(s)e.(bo, n)(s)ds
e, rI, s . s o)

for l~l<~n-k. This fact, proved in a somewhat specialized form in Lemma 3.11, is
perhaps the most remarkable point in the entire proof of Theorem 3.1. One might say
that, if the proof were going to fail at some point then this would be it, for it is here that
the worst part of the singularity of e., n is finally confronted. This is also the part of the
proof that imposes the peculiar relation between e and ~/in Theorem 3.1.
In the preceeding discussion the emphasis has been on the existence of (3.2) for the
individual terms g(r)h(s) of the expansion of f(rs). However, we must also provide
bounds
Ifh,~, q(b0, n)l ~<Bh
such that C,,m,q=EhBh<m. (The sum is over the orthonormal basis of L2(S).) This
necessity adds substantially to the detail of the proof.
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Here is a brief catalog of the lemmas of this section.
Lemmas 3.2-3.7 establish control over g in terms of Nn(f).
A special orthonormal basis {hok) for L2(aQ) is introduced. Lemma 3.8 describes
the integral in (3.2) in terms of a series using this basis.
In Lemma 3.9 the individual terms of the series are computed as Fourier transforms fi~k~(bo, n) using Theorem 2.9.
Lemma 3.10 bounds these terms for k>~n.
Lemma 3.11 is the technical heart of Lemma 3.12 which bounds these terms when

k<n.
These pieces are drawn together in a concluding statement.
Some frequently used notation peculiar to this section is listed now for ease of
reference. The integers m>~0 and q>~2 remain fixed throughout the section. Many
objects are used which depend on m and q without that dependence being made explicit
in the notation. A, (9, |

w, which were defined earlier in this section, illustrate this.

Regard aQ as the S of Section 2. From Section 2 borrow the following notation:

(_Dq, SO, t 0,

s(t,b),

B,

e.(bo, n),

Pn, q,

~~

L~i~(S)"

For f in C(~20) and h in L2(S) define

g(f, h, r) = ( l - r ) m fsf(rs) h(s) ds

(0 < r < 1)

Nn(f, h) = sup{Ig(A~f, h, r) / II = 0 ..... n;0 < r < 1}

G~(f,h,t)=

g(f,h,r)r-~dr

(0~<t~< 1).

(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

For any integer k~>0 write

l~= k(k+m+q)

(3.8)

L k g(r) = - r l-k-q d ~ r2k+q(1-- r) m+' d (r_k(1 - r)- rag(r))).
dr \
dr

(3.9)

For 0~<a~<1 define the integral operator

5~,a(g(r)) = - ( 1 - r ) m r k

(1--u)-m-lu-2k-q
Ja

vO+k-lg(v) dvdu
.tO

provided that the function g is such that the integral makes sense.

(3.10)
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As and AB are the Laplace-Beltrami operators on S and B. These are closely tied
to the operators O and Oi o n R q+l" if f is in C2(f20) then
(Of) (rs) = As(s ~--~f(rs)) (s ~. S)

(O~f) (rs(t, b)) = An(b ~f(rs(t, b))) (b E B, ItI < 1,0 < r < 1)
where, as in Section 2,

s(t,b)= tSo+t<>b (It[~< 1,bEB).
LEMMA 3.2. Take f i n C2(t)0).
(i) If h is in ~(k(S) then g(Of, h, r) = - k ( k + q - 1 ) g ( f , h, r).
(ii) If h is in L~j)(S) then g(Oif, h, r ) = - j ( j + q - 2 ) g(f, h, r).

Proof. For (i)
f
g(Of, h, r) = (1 - r ) m L (Asf(rs)) h(s) ds
I

= (1 -r) m fsf(rs) A s h(s) ds

and As h = - k ( k + q - 1) h.
For (ii) the argument is similar if h is in L~j)(S)N C2(S). The general case follows
since both sides are continuous in h E L~j)(S).
[]
LEMMA 3.3. For f in ~n(~2) and h E ~k(S)f)L~j)(S)
(1 -kjE)(n+q-4)/2(1-t-k 2) ,Nn(f, h) <- Nn( f ) Ilhlh.

Proof. For all 0 < r < l and O<~l<~nthe previous lemma gives
I(1 +k(k+q- 1)) (1 +j(j+q-2))<~+q-4)/2g(Atf, h, r)l

= ]g((I-O)(I-O,)~+q-4)/2A~

h, r)] ~< .N'~(f)Ilhll~

and the result follows from Ilhlll~<llhll2.

[]

LEMMA 3.4. For any f E C2(ff~0) and h E ~k(S)

Lk g( f , h, r) = g(Af -I~f, h, r).

(3.11)
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Proof. From (3.5) and (3.9) the left side of (3.11) is
( 1 - r ) m ( r ( r - l ) ~ +((m+q+l)r-q) d +
= (1 - r ) mfs (Af-/r

k)fsf(rs)h(s)ds

r

(rs) h(s) ds.

[]

If 0 < a < l the operator ~k,a in (3.10) is a right inverse to Lk on the space of
continuous functions g on (0, 1) which are integrable near r=0. If

g(r) = O(rklln(r) l) as
then ,r

r---~0 +

also makes sense and is also a right inverse to Lg.

LEMMA 3.5. Suppose g is of class C 2 on (0, 1) such that both g and Lkg are
bounded near r=0. Choose a: 0 < a < I. Then for 0 < r < 1

g(r) =

(-~)k(l--r~ m
g(a) + 3~k a(Lkg(r)).
\l-a/

(3.12)

If Lkg(r)=O(rkln(r)) as r-->O we may take a = 0 and get

g(r) = rk( l --r)m( lira§ t-kg(t) l + ~t~k o(Lkg(r)).

\ t--,O

/

'

(3.13)

Proof. With g fixed let y denote the general solution of Lky=Lkg. By inspection,

y(r)=rk(1--r)m(Cl--far(1--u)m-lu-2k-q(c2+foUvq+~-lLkg(v)dv)du).
This solution has the property

/ r-k-q+l

y(r)=c2~~(l+O(r))

) +O(1)

as

r-->0.

I f y = g is bounded near r = 0 then c2=0. (3.12) follows by taking r=a to get c~.
For (3.13) observe that Lkg(r)=O(rkln(r)) implies
( 1 - - u ) - m - l u -2k-q

vq+k-lLkg(o)do = O(ln(u))

which is integrable near u=0. This gives (3.13) as the limit of (3.12) as a--->0.

[]
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From these last two lemmas comes
COROLLARY 3.6. F o r f E @1(Q), h E ~k(S), and 0 < a < l
g(f, h, r ) = ( a ) k ( l - r ~mg(f, h, a)+ ~r a(g(Af-I~f , h, r)).
\l-a~

If g(Af-I~f, h, r ) = O(rk[ ln(r)l)

as

(3.14)

r~O then

g(f, h, r) -- rk(1-r)mc+~k, o(g(Af-/~f, h, r))

(3.15)

where c=limt_,o t-k g( f , h, t ).
LEMMA 3.7. For any integer n>~O there are positive constants A~, B n, C~, D~ depending only on n, m and q such that for all integers k~O and functions f E C"(~o) and
hE ~k(S) with JC~n(f,h)<oo we have for 0 < r < l
(i) if n<k then ]g(f, h, r)t~r~AnN~(f, h);
(ii) if n=k then Ig(f. h, r)l<~P([In(r)1+ 1)An N,(f, h);
(iii) if n>k then there are numbers cj(f, h) with j = k ..... n - 1 such that for 0 < r < l
n-I

g ( f , h , r ) + Z cj(f,h)

rj

<~r"([ln(r)l+D.)B.N.(f,h)

j=k

and

]cj(f,h)l<~C.N.(f,h)

( j = k ..... n - l ) .

Proof. Regard the integer k as fixed and proceed by induction on n. At each stage
the idea is to use Corollary 3.6 with (3.16) below to trade an increase of the n in N,(f, h)
for more control over g(f, h, r) (as r---~0). The argument divides naturally into the cases
(i)-(iii) with the transition between cases due mainly to the shift from using (3.14) to
(3.15). In (i) an important point is that the A, is independent of k while in (ii) and (iii) the
emphasis is on controlling the coefficients cj(f, h); to secure these features the argument is given in some detail.
We make frequent use of Af-/~fwhich we abbreviate asf. From the definition (3.6)
of the seminorm N,(f, h).
9N'._l( f, h) <~(1 +/~).N',,(f, h).

(3.16)

Case (i) (n<k): The case n=O is trivial if we take Ao = 1. Now suppose n<k and that
(i) holds for n - 1 . Clearly
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Ig(f,h,r)l<<.aVo(f,h)~rn2O?Cn(f,h)
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(1/2~<r< 1)

(3.17)

so restrict attention to 0<r< 89 The induction hypothesis gives
Ig(f, h, 1/2)1 ~<21-"A,_, Wn_,(f, h),
Ig(f, h, r) I <~ rn-'an_l( l +]r

h).

Use this in (3.14) with a=89 and O<r~a to get
Ig(f, h, r) I = Ir~(1--r)m2k+mg(f, h, 1/2)+#k. vz(g(f, h, r)) I
~<an-I )r

h) (rk(1-r)m2 k+m-n+l +(1 +/~) 5tk. l/2(r"-l)).

(3.18)

(3.10) and routine calculation give
(r"- rk2k- ") 2 m+t
I#k'1/z(r~-l)l~ ( k - n ) ( k + n + q - 1 )

(0<r~<l/2)"

(3.19)

Also note that (1 +tf)/((k-n)(k+n+q-1))<~2+n+m/2 and X,_ l(f, h)<_g',(f, h) so we can
reduce (3.18) to
Ig(f,h , r )l--~r2
~< " m+l(2+n+m/2)a n ldV,(f,h)

(0~<r~<l/2).

With (3.17) gives (i) if we take An so that
An/> max(2 n, 2m+1(2 + n + m/2) A n_ j).

(3.20)

Case (ii) (n=k): The proof is similar to (i) except that (3.19) is replaced by

Io~k, 1/2(rn- 1)1 = rn(1--r) 'n

(1-u)-m-lu-ldu

/

( 2 k + q - 1)

12

<~r~]ln(r)12m+l (0<r<~ 1/2)
2k+ q - 1
which ultimately leads to (ii) with A, as in (3.20).
Case (iii) (n>k): In the argument following this paragraph we prove a superficially
weakened form of (iii) in which the constants B,, C,, D, are replaced by constants Bn, k,
etc. which may depend on k. Once this is done the original form of (iii) follows by
holding n fixed and taking B,=max{B,,kl k=0 ..... n - l } , etc.
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Continue to hold k fixed and argue by induction on n which is now taken to be >k.
This gives us

Nk+ ~(f, h) ~<Nn(f, h) < oo
and so we have from (ii) and (3.15) that for all n>k

g(f, h, r) = ck(f, h) rk(1 --r)'~+~k, 0(g(f, h, r))

(3.21)

where, as before, f=Af-I~f, and we define
ck(f, h) = lim t-kg(f, h, t).
t--~O

Also for n>k we have in place of (3.19) that if c~>0 then
,,~k o(r~-l(lln(r)l+c))l =
'

rk(1-r)m

k+n+q-1

1
f0r( l - u ) -m-j u n-k-I ( Iln(u)l+c+ k+n+q-1
) du
(3.22)

<~

r~(lln(r) I+c+2)

( 0 < r < 1).

(1 -r) (n-k) (k+n + q - 1)
Using (3.16), (3.22) and (ii) we can estimate ck(f, h) by setting r=89 in (3.21):

Ick(f, h)l ~< 2mr-k(Ig(f, h, r)l +Ak-Ark(f, h) ~k. 0(rk(lln(r)l + I)))1r=1/2

<...2,ak.ACk+l(f,h)(l+ 1.+1~ (11n(1/2)1+3))
2/~+q

/

(3.23)

<~2mAkNk+I(f' h) (2k + 2m+q+ 1).
Rewrite (3.21) as
g(f, h, r) = ck(f, h)rk+Rk+l(f, h, r)
where

Rk+l(f, h, r) = :k, o(g(f, h, r))+ck(f, h) rk((l-r) m- 1).
Then (3.22), (3.16), (3.23) and (ii) give

[ I+~ (lln(r)]+3) +m2m(2k+2m+q+ 1))
l-r

Rk+l( f, h, r) <<.AkdC'k+l(f,h) \2k+q

(3.24)
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which proves the desired bound on Rk+l( f, h, r) on, say, (0,5]. On [89 1] we can bound
Rk+l(f, h, r) using (3.24):
IRk+l(f, h, r) I ~< Ice(f, h)t+2C'o(f, h).
Altogether this gives (iii) for n = k + I with k-dependent constants B., k, Cn, k, D~. k in place
of B~, C., D~.
For the induction step assume
g(f, h, r) = Ck(f, h) rk + ...+c._2(f, h) r"-Z + R . _ l ( f , h, r)

(3.25)

with
Ics(f, h) I <~C._l,kNn_l(f, h) <~C._l,k (1 +/~) N.(f, h)

R._ ,(f, h, r) ~<F-l(I ln(r) I+D._ 1, k) B._ 1,k(1+/~) N.(f, h).
(3.22) shows that

}~k,o(R._,(f, h, r))l -< ( 1 -r~(lln(r)l+Dn-l'k+2)
r)(n-k)(k+n+q-1)

Bn 1 k(l+/~)~(n(f,h)"
- '

It is easy to see that oCk,0(r J) (forj~>k) is analytic around 0 with radius of convergence at
least 1 and lowest nonzero coefficient of degree j + 1. From this it follows that ,,~k,0
applied to the polynomial on the right of (3.25) gives a polynomial with terms of degrees
k + l to n - 1 plus a remainder which is O(r ~) at 0, moreover we can bound the
coefficients of the polynomial and (remainder)/r ~ in terms of X~(f, h) and n, k, m, q, at
least on (0, 89 When we add in Ck(f, h)rk(1--r) 'n we get
g(fi h, r) = c k(f , h ) rk + . . . + Cn_ l ( f , h ) rn- l + R n ( f , h, r)

(3.26)

with
Icj(f,h)[<~C,,kdr

(k<.j<.n-1)

and, at least on the interval (0, 5],
]R~(f, h, r) I ~<r"( IIn(r)] +D,, k) B,, k 2r

h)

(3.27)

for some choice of the c o n s t a n t s Bn, I, etc. We can bound R , ( f , h, r) on [5, 1] by using
(3.26) as we did in the case of n = k + 1 to get
Ign(f, h, r)l ~<N0(f, h)+

Ic (f, h)I+...

+ Ic,-l(f, h)l
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which, by possibly enlarging the constants Bn, k, etc., gives (3.27) on all of (0, 1]. Finally
we eliminate dependence of the constants on k as indicated at the start of case (iii) of
this proof.

[]

The next step is to choose the orthonormal basis of L2(S). We use a standard
construction in which the basis functions hok are indexed by
kEN;

i = 1 ..... d(j,q-1)=dimY(j(B)

j = 0 ..... k;

so that {h0k]i= 1..... d(j, q - 1)} is an orthonormal basis of L~j)(S) N ~k(S). Choose an
orthonormal basis {QIj, Qzj .... } of ~ ( B ) in such a way that

Qij(bo)>O,

Qi,j(bo)=O for i > 1.

Then define

hijk(s(t, b)) = a~kPk-y, 2j+q(t) (t9
where

Pn, q is defined in

j(b) (]tl ~< 1, b E B)

(3.28)

(0.2) and the constant ajk is chosen >0 and to make hijk a unit

vector in L2(S). This means that
1= r

a~kJ-~lI e~_j, 2j+q(t)(to)2J+q-2dt.

(3 .29)

Abbreviate

N ~ d(~-I)
E

k=0j=0 i=1

N
by

E

( N = 0 , I ..... oo)

kji

and let Oq=(q+l)measure(ff2) so that for f i n Ll(f~),

fff(x)dx=crqfsfolf(rs) rqdrds.
Recall the definitions of G,(f, h, t) in (3.7) and r(e, rl,t) in (3.4).
LEMMA 3.8. For e, r/>0 and f a bounded, continuous function on if20,

f(x) E,, n(X) w(llxll) d x
(e, rl)

=

kji

%

G,(f, hijk, r(e, r1, S.So)) hok(s) e.(b o, n) (s) ds.

Proof. For a given 0<r~< I, the series

(3.30)
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oo

Z g(f' hijk' r) ho.k(S)
kji

is simply the expansion in L2(S) of the continuous function

s~--~(1-r)mf(rs)

(sES)

with respect to the orthonormal basis (h/jk}. Thus the sequence of functions

lPN(r) = rq-I

(1--r)mf(rs) dS

converges monotonically to 0 as N - - ~
e . , . on f~(e, r/),

Z g(f' huk' r) hok(s) ds
kji

for 0<r~<l. From this, and the boundedness of

~k~ifn(~,~)g(f, ho'k,r)hijk(S)e*,.(rs)rq-'drds
converges to the left side of (3.30).
It remains to show that for h in L2(S)

fn

g(f,h,r)h(s)e.,n(rs)rq-'drds=Oq fsG.(f,h,r(e,~l,S'So))h(s)e.(bo, n)(s)ds.
(e,,7)
(3.31)

First observe that for any q~E Ll(f2(e,

fo

(t, r/)

rl))

~p(x) dx = eq

ffr'

~p(rs) rqdrds

(3.32)

(c, r/, s. s 0)

since
n(e, r/) = (xERq+l I Ilxll ~ 1, [x,l ~ r/,

x,+ltxll

= ( x = r s IsEs,O<~r<~l,r>~s.~ol,r>~
-- (x=rsl sES, r(e, rl, S'So)<-r~
Also, by definition of

1}.

e.,.,

e,,,(rs) = r -n-q+ le,(bo, n) (s)

( 0 < r ~ < 1,

sES).

l+s.s o
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This in combination with (3.32) makes the left side of (3.31) equal

Oq

Isf

r-n g ( f , h, r) dr h(s) e,(b 0, n) (s) ds.

~, T],$. SO)

In view of (3.7) this equals the right side of (3.31).

[]

Lemma 3.8 motivates the notation

fijk~(s) = trr Gn(f, huk, r(e, rl, s .So)) hug(S) (s E S)
for any bounded continuous function f on f~0- Then (3.30) can be rewritten as

f x)

w(llxlDd x

f~jk,,(bo,n).

=

J ~(e, rl)

(3.30 a)

kji

LEMMA 3.9. For bounded f E C(Qo),
f0k~(b0, n) = 0 ( i * 1, 0 <~j <~k).

If i=l then in the notation o f Section 2 and (3.28)
~ik~(bo, n) = C

f'

G~(f, hljk, r(e, ~, t)) Pk_j,2j+o(t) Pn_j, Zi+q(t)(to)2J+~

(3.33)

1

where
C : O'q(/)q"t~(j, q; n) ajk Qij (b0).

l f G~(f, hljk, .) is bounded then
[fljken(bo, n ) [ ~<

M,(j+ 1) n+q-5/2 I I a . ( f , hljk, ")I1~

(3.34)

where M~ is a constant not depending on j.
Proof. Except possibly for (3.34), this is immediate from Theorem 2.9, the definition of huk in (3.28), and the definition offijk,~ above. The value 0 forfijk,~(bo, n) when i> 1
is due to the choice of Qo(bo)=O in defining huk.
From the proof of Theorem 2.9, (2.8) and (2.9) give us

(f_, , p2_j,2j+q(t) (t<>)2j+q-2dt\,,2
) 11G~(f,hljk, ")11|

[fl~k,,(bo, n)l<<-(j+l)"+(q-3)noqlQ,j(bo)lajk %
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By (3.29) the coefficient of IlGn(f, hlj k,

)ll
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on the right side simplifies to

(j+ l )"+(q-a)/Zoq Qlj(bo).

(3.35)

From the definition of Qli (right before (3.28)) it follows that Qlj(b) = cPj, q_ l(b" b0) where
c is chosen to make Q1j of norm 1 in L2(B). Since Pj, q_l(1)=l,

Qo(bo) = c = d(j, q - 1)1/2.
From (2.4) we know that d(j, q - l ) is a polynomial of degree q - 2 inj. Thus there is a
constant Mn independent ofj such that (3.35) is less than Mn(j+ l) "+q-5/2, proving (3.34).
[]
LEMMA 3.10. For k>~n and O<~j<~kthere are constants Bjk,>O such that
E BJk, < oo

(3.36)

k=n j = 0

and if f is in ~ ( Q ) then for all 0<e,~/<l we have
If ljk~,(bo, n)l <~Bi,. 3/'n(f )

(3.37)

lim lim flj,~,(bo, n).

(3.38)

and the following limit exists:

e--)0+ r/--,0+

Proof. From Lemma 3.7 ((i), (ii)) we get
IG,(f, hlj,, r)] ~<2A, N,(f, hlj k)

(3.39)

and that G,(f, hlj k, r) is continuous in rE[0,1]. From this, (3.4), (3.33), from the boundedness of Pk-j,2j+q and Pn-j,2j+q, and from the dominated convergence theorem we get
the existence of (3.38).
Lemma 3.3, (3.34) and (3.39) together give (3.37) with

Bjk. = 2A, M , ( j + 1)n+q-5/2(j2 + 1)-(n+q-4)/2(k2 + 1)-1
from which (3.36) is evident.

[]

The previous lemma handles the part of E~ifij,~(b o, n) where k>~n. Lemma 3.12 will
control the finite number of terms for which k<n. Lemma 3.11 contains the heart of the
argument in Lemma 3.12.
8-908288 Acta Mathematica 164. Imprim~ le 23 f~vrier 1990
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First, for integers i,k,n>~O and real numbers e,rl>O define numbers v(i,k,n,q,e,q)
and v(i,k,n,q) by:

r-idr Pk, q(l) P., k(t) (t<~)q-2dt.

~(i,k,n,q,e, rl)=
l

(3.40)

t,~,t)

If i>1 then define ~(i,k,n,q)=O. If i=1 then define
~(1, k, n, q) =

f'

ln(l+t)Pk.q(t)Pn, q(t) (t~)q-2dt.

1

LEMNA 3.11. With O<~k<n and l<~i<~n-k we have
lim lim v(i, k, n, q, e, 0) = v(i, k, n, q).
e~O+~O +

In fact, if
O<e, rl,

e+r/<l,

q<e/2

and

r/<(e/2) "-1

(3.41)

then
Iv(i, k, n, q, e, r/)-),(i, k, n, q)l < e+r/g;(e)

(3.42)

where

4 ~(2/e) i
gi(e) = 3 - t l - 2 1 n ( e ) / e

/f i > 1;
/f i = 1.

Proof. For i~>1, t > - l , and e,q>O define
Qi,e,q(t) ~"

e,q, t)

r-idr,

~(((l+t)/e)i-l-1)/(i-1)
[ln(l+t)-ln(e),

if i > l ;
if i = l .

For i>~2, Oi,,(t)Pk.q(t) is a polynomial in t of degree i - 1 +k<n and thus is orthogonal to Pn, q(t) on [--I,1] with respect to the weight (t<>)q-2. The same is true for

ln(e)Pk, q(t); thus the left side of (3.42) equals

f_

l (Qi, e, q(t) --Qi, ~(t)) ek, q(t) en, q(t) (t<>)q-2dt
1
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and since ]Pj,q(t)l~l on [-1,1] (j=k, n) it suffices to prove
(3 .43)

f l IQi,~,~(t)-Pi, ~(t)ldt <<-e + rlgi(e).
1

With (3,4) in mind, observe that
~(max(1,min(Itl/r/, (l+t)/e))i-I-1)/(i-1)
9i,,, ~(t) = [In(max(I, min(Itl/r/, (1 + t)/e)))

if i > l;
if i = 1.

Consequently, except for t in the disjoint (by (3.41)) intervals
Ii(e) = [ - 1 , - l + e ) ,

I2(e, rl)= ( -r],

rI

\ e+r/ e-r/ /

we have Qi,~,~(t)=Qi,,(t). The contribution to the left side of (3.43) from Ii(e) is e/i since
9i.~,~(t)=0 on Ii(e), and

f -l+e Qi,~(t) dt = -e/i.
1

On Iz(e, rl) the condition rl<(e/2) i-~ (implied by (3.41)) gives us that the maximum of the
integrand in (3.43) occurs at t = r / a n d is (using r/<e/2 from (3.4I))

<~~(2/e) i-~
10i,~(~)l [e/2--1n(e)

if i > 1 ;
if i = 1.

Since the width of I2(e, rl) is
2er/ < 8q
ez-q 2 3e
the contribution to the left side of (3.43) from I2(e, O) is less than ~g~(e).

[]

LEMMA 3.12. For O<~j<~k<n there are constants Bjk.>0 such that if f is in @n(g2)
then for all e,q satisfying (3.41) we have
Ifljk~,7(bo, n) I ~<Bjk,~?r

(3.44)

and the double limit
lim lim fljk~,~(bo,n)
e--~O+ q--}O+

exists.

(3.45)
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Proof. j and k are fixed so write h for hijk. By Lemma 3.7 (iii)
n-I

g(f, h, r) = Z ci(f' h) ri+R,(f, h, r)
i=k

where
(3.46)

lR.(f, h, r) l ~ r~(l In(r)l+D.)B. N.(f, h).
By definition of Gn (in (3.7))

G,(f, h, t) = Z ci(f' h)

ri-ndr+

r-nR,(f, h, r) dr.

i=k

From this, Lemma 3.9 and (3.40) give
"'

fljk~(bo, n) = Kjkn (i~=k ci(f, h)~(n-i,k-j, n-j, q+ 2j, e, ~])+~d(e, rl)

)

where

Kjk~ = Qo(bo) tOq~r(j, q; n) ajk aq
and

~d(e, rl) =

r-nRn(f, h, r) dr Pk-j, 2j+q(t)Pn-j, 2j+q(t)(t<>)2j+q-2dt
I

~,rl, t)

is uniformly bounded by (I+D,)BnN,(f, h) (from (3.46)) and is convergent as e,r/---->0+
to

qd(0, O) =

r-nRn(f, h, r) dr

f

Pk-j, ~d+q(t) Pn-j, 2j+q(t) (t(>)2j+q-2dt = 0
1

by the orthogonality of the polynomials Pi,~j+q (i=n-j,k-j).
convergence of the terms

The boundedness and

ci(f, h) y(n-i, k-j, n-j, 2j +q, e, rI)
is established in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.1 I. The conclusion is that (3.45) exists with a bound
like (3.44) but with N~(f) replaced by N~(f, h). However, (3.44) follows from this and
Lemma 3.3.
[]
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Take Cnmq t o be E~=oE;=oBjk~ where the Bj,n are given in
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12. Take f i n ~ ( Q ) . Then by (3.30a) and Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9

fo

f(x)e..n(X)W(llxll)dx=

(e, 1/)

Ef~j,~(bo, n).

(3.30b)

k=0 j=0

Lemmas 3. l0 and 3.12 give
Ifl:~(bo, n)[ ~<B : J ~ ( f ) ,
the finiteness of C~mq, and the convergence, as e-->0+ , ~ 0 + , of the individual terms in
the series. This proves the boundedness and convergence of (3.30 b), as asserted in the
theorem.
[]
By paying closer attention to the details of the proof it is possible to give an explicit
formula for Cnmq and to provide a uniform estimate on the rate of convergence of
(3.30b) in terms of ~ c ( f ) as e--~0+, r/--~0 +.

4. Fourier theory for spaces with double roots

In this section S-- U/K is one of the projective spaces Pt(C), P~H) (1/>2), or P2(Cay). As
in Section 1 write g for the complex Lie algebra of U. Again we have the complexified
Iwasawa decomposition
g=f+a+n.
The positive restricted roots of (g, a) are {a, 2a). There is associated with 2a a 0-stable
subgroup U2 of U which plays a central role in the definition and study of the important
map
~: S----> R q+l

mentioned in the Introduction. Most of this section is devoted to this study. Then it is
shown how ~ reduces the hardest problem of this section to Theorem 3.1.
The main ideas can be expressed briefly as follows. Write n=nl+n2 where nj is the
ad(a) eigenspace corresponding to the restricted root ja (j= 1,2). Let g2 be the
subalgebra of g generated by n2 and 0(n2). In the g2-submodule V(S) of ~l(S) generated
by e(bo, 1) find an orthogonal basis of real-valued functions ~l ..... ~q+l. Choose these
functions so that

e(bo, 1)= ~1+i~2
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and also such that, as members of L2(S), they all have the same length. (This is possible
by Lemma 4.2.) Then
= (~1, ..., ~q+l): S ----~Q c R q+l
is our desired map.
Since e(b0, n)=e(bo, 1)~, both e(b0, n) and e,(b0, n) can be factored through ~. It is as
important, but less obvious, that
cos(6(s)) = ~l(s)+[t~(s)[[- 1 (s E S)

(4.1)

where 6(s) is the distance from so to s on S. From this formula a cluster of facts emerge:
First,
S(E,r/)= ~-'(Q(e,r/))

(0<,,r/)

(where S(e, rl) is defined in Definition 1.11 and f2(e, rl) is defined between (3.1) and
(3.2).)
Second, ~ carries the measure on S to a measure on f2 which can be computed
using (4.1). We show its element to be w({]xH)dx where w is a normalized version of the
weight function used in Section 3:

w(r) = cr-l(1--r) m, m = (dim(rtl)-2)/2.
Closely related is the map E which carries functions from S to f2. It is defined in
L e m m a 4.15 and is essentially a conditional expectation.
Third, and at a deeper level, but again depending on (4.1), is the relation
As(fo~) = ( A f ) o ~

(fEC~176

where A is given in (3.3). From this we also get

E(Asf) = A E ( f )

(fEC~(S)).

With this machinery developed in sufficient detail it is fairly easy to use E to
reduce the problem of defining f(b, n) to Theorem 3.1.
From the preceeding it is clear that our first priority is to nail down the definition of
and prove (4.1). This occupies L e m m a s 4.1 through 4.12. Then in L e m m a s 4.13 to
4.34 we develop the facts mentioned above (and others), culminating in Theorem 4.35,
the Main theorem for spaces of this section. As a byproduct we get Theorem 4.22
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which gives a complete description of the eigenfunctions of A on ff~; this is a pretty
subject with interesting ties, parallels and contrasts to classical orthogonal polynomial
theory. We end the section by finishing the proof of Theorem 1.13.
Let uz=u n fi2.
LEMMA 4.1. 1I2 is a real form of g2. 112 is the real Lie algebra of a closed,

connected, P-stable subgroup U2 of U. I f m denotes the centralizer of a in f then
g2 = n2+ [112, O(n2)] + 8(112)

(4.2)

[112, O(n2)] = ct+(g 2 fl m).

(4.3)

Proof. Clearly = holds in (4.2). On the other hand, the right side of (4.2) is a
subalgebra as can be seen from
[n 2, 0(rt2)] ~ctq- (~2 f) 11l)

and
[gz n m, n2] =rt z.
From this, = holds in (4.2). Then both sides of (4.3) describe the centralizer of a in g2
so (4.3) holds.
Let a denote conjugation on g with respect to the real form u. Since a is pure
imaginary on u n a we have 0(Ii2)=0(n2). Thus ~2 could also be defined as the smallest
complex subalgebra of g which contains n2 and is o-stable. Thus fi2 is the complexification of LI2.
The subgroup U2 of U corresponding to u2 is a semisimple connected subgroup of a
compact group and so must be compact. The 0-stability of U2 follows from that of u2. []
Let V=V(S) denote the complex fi2-submodule of ~I(S) generated by e(b0, 1).
LEMMA 4.2. The set Vr o f real-valued functions, in V is a real form of V. I f we write

e(b o, 1) = ~1+i~ 2
where ~l, ~2 are real, then they belong to V, and as elements o f L2(S) they have the
same length and are perpendicular.
Proof. Since V could also be described as the u2-submodule of ~1(S) generated by
e(b0, 1), and since Vr is UE-Stable, we can show that V is Vr+iV, by showing that e(bo, 1)
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is in V. Take any y * 0 in 0(112). Then D2ye(b 0, l) and e(b 0, l) both belong to the onedimensional lowest weight space in V, proving that they are proportional. Thus ~ ,

82~ V,.
To prove the geometric assertion, take x E a Nu such that 2 a ( x ) = - i . Then
Dx(~l +i~2) = D,:(e(b o, 1)) = ie(b o, l ) = - ~2+i~1.
The assertion follows from the skew-symmetry of the operator Dx.

[]

Definition 4.3. Extend the set {~1, ~2} of functions from L e m m a 4.2 to an orthogonal basis (~l ..... ~q+l) of Vr such that each ~j has the same L 2 length. Define ~: S--~R q+l
as the map which has these functions as its components:

~(S)

=

(~I(S), ..., ~q+l($))

(S ~ S).

Remarks. (1) L e m m a 4.2 shows that such a basis exists. (2) ~1 and ~2 are given but
for the other ~- there is some freedom of choice subject to the requirement of orthogonality and equal length in V,. Any choice will do; it turns out that all choices are
conjugate under U2nK. In particular, we will show right away that H~(s)[I does not
depend on the choice of the ~j, j---3 ..... q + l .
L EMMA 4.4. If 3 = {ill ..... flq+l} is any orthonormal basis of V~ then the function

f~(s) = ~(s)+... +t~2q+,(s) (sOS)
is independent of the choice of the particular orthonormal basis 3.
Proof. This is an elementary general fact about any finite dimensional vector space
of real-valued functions with an inner-product ( , ) . For the proof, expressf~ in a basisindependent way by defining hs (for s E S) to be the unique element of V, such that

(h,,v)=v(s)

(v~V~).

Thenf~(s)=(h s, hs) since both sides equal Vq+llR
~'~=l \r,? hs) 2.

[]

COROLLARY 4.5. [[~(S)[[ is independent of the choice of ~j, j = 3 ..... q + l .

Proof. For some real c*O, flj=c~j ( j = 1.... , q+ 1) is an orthonormal basis ~ of Vr
Thus II~(S)II----c-IT~(s)1/2.
[]
The next goal is to prove (4.1). The idea is to reduce the proof to the case of P:(C)
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where it follows from a calculation in homogeneous coordinates. (The same calculation
works in the other classical spaces and the reader may choose to pass over the oddly
long reduction to Pz(C) and consider only the calculation. Nevertheless it seemed
important to give this argument to cover P2(Cay) and in anticipation of generalization to
higher rank; even if the Helgason-Fourier transform itself does not generalize to higher
rank, much of the analysis in this section regarding ~ may.)
There are two steps in the reduction to P2(C). Both steps use Helgason's SU(1,2)
theorem which is recorded here as Lemma 4.7. The first step shows that S is covered
by totally geodesic copies S# of P2(C) all of which share the geodesic exp(a t3u) So. The
second step (for which our proof seems too long) shows that V(S)IS#= V(S~).
First introduce a family ~ , of special copies of ~((3, C) in ~:

Definition 4.6. ~ # denotes the family of all 0-stable complex subalgebras g~ of g
such that
(i) ~, is isomorphic to 3[(3, C) in such a way that 01~, corresponds to conjugation
of d[(3, C) by the diagonal matrix J=eu-e22-e33.
(ii) g# Nu is a real form u# of g# (necessarily isomorphic to 6u(3)).
(iii) g~,~ct.
Let o denote conjugation on g with respect to the real form u. (ii) is equivalent to
the condition that cr(g.)= g#.
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that there are nonzero xl,x2 in g such that

xjErtj,

Oo(xj)=xj

( j = 1,2).

Then {Xl,X2, 0(Xl) , 0(x2)} generates a member fix of ~n.
This is a corollary of Helgason's SU(1,2) theorem. That theorem speaks of the real
form g0 of g which is dual to u in the sense of symmetric space duality, go is the fixedpoint set of 0o. The xl, x2 of Lemma 4.7 lie in g0. The S U(1,2) theorem asserts that they
generate an isomorph g#0 in go of ~u(1,2) with 01g#0 corresponding to conjugation by J
as in (i) of Definition 4.6. (ii) is clear because

i(xj-o(x/)),

xj+o(xj)

(j=l,2)

generate a o-stable real form of g~,. (iii) is clear from 0*[xl, 0(xi)] E a.
For each ~, in 23# we have u~, and the corresponding compact, connected, 0stable subgroup U# of U. K#=KN Us has its Lie algebra isomorphic to ~(u(1)~)u(2)).
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Thus the orbit S~,=U#s o is a totally geodesic submanifold of S, isomorphic to

U#/K~,=P2(C). Let us call S~, the trajectory ofgn.
LEMMA 4.8. Every point in S lies in the trajectory o f some ~,~ in f3**.

Proof. Take any s,~ in S and x in it with O(x)=-x such that s**=exp(x)so. We need
only show that x lies in some ~, E ~ # . Write

x = x_2+x_ i +Xo+Xl +x2
where

XoEa,

xjErtj,

x jEO(nj)

(j=l,2).

Then

O(x) = - x j,

o(xy) = x_j (j = +1, +2).

Consequently

Oolx) = - x j

(j = + 1, +2)

(4.4)

It may be that one or more of the xi is 0. If so, replace it with a nonzero x~ in nj satisfying
(4.4).
Now Helgason's SU(1,2) theorem, as L e m m a 4.7, shows that

{ ixl, ix2, iO(Xl), iO(x2) }
generates an element ~,~ of ~

which contains x.

[]

Take any fin in ~ # with trajectory S~,. Since S,~=Pz(C) it makes sense to speak of

V(S#). In fact we have
q~=L,+a+n#,

L , = q~NL

n ~ = g~,Nn

and e(bo, 1)IS~ is the e(bo, 1) of &,. Moreover, if we write
n # = r t n l + n m,

n,~j=g#Nnj

(j=1,2)

and ~#2=g#N g2 then g**2 is generated by n~2 and 0(n#2). As before, V(S~,) is the
~**2-submodule of Y(1(S**) generated by e(b o, 1)IS ~. Write

v(s)ls** = { f i g d f ~ v(s)}.
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Note that V(S~)cV(S)[S ~ since the latter contains e(b0,

1)lS,~ and

is .q~,2-stable.

LEMMA 4.9. V(S~)=V(S)[S#. As a ~**2-module, this space is isomorphic to (~,~2, ad)
and g~,2 is isomorphic as a Lie algebra to ~(2, C). Thus dim(V(S~))=3.
Proof. This proof has two steps as follows:

Step 1. V(S)IS~cY(I(S**)=(~,,ad).
Step 2. V(S**)• n V(S)IS**=0.
In each step we show that .q~,2-trival functions which seem as though they could
occur in V(S)IS # really cannot. Step 1 eliminates the possibility that V(S)[S~ contains
constants. This leads to a fi~,2-module monomorphism of V(S)[S~ into g**2+m,~. Step 2
eliminates the m~, part. The conclusion follows from ~#2~-V(S**).
For Step 1 first note that
~ l ( S ) l S ~ ~0(S~) + ~l(S~).
(This is clear from weight theory since the highest restricted weight of a in ggl(S)lS~ is
2a.) To complete Step 1 it must be shown that for any f E V(S),
s f(S) ds = O.

There is, in any case, a unique function q~ in Y(I(S) such that

fsf(S)dS=fsf(S)W(s)ds(fE~l(S)).
#

From the U~,-invariance of the measure on S~, and S, ~p is U#-invarient, i.e. D~. ~p=0.
From this it can be shown that ~p is Uz-invariant. To do this it suffices to prove
D,:2lp = 0 = Dox2lp

(x 2 E n 2, Oo(x z) = x 2)

since all such x2, 0(x2) generate 92. Take such an xz and take also xl*0 in rh n ~#
satisfying Oo(xO=xl. Then
Dx~p=O=Dox ~p

and

D~p=0.

By the SU(1,2) theorem (Lemma 4.7), {x 1, x 2, O(xl), O(x2)} generates a subalgebra ~ of
g isomorphic to ~[(3, C). The only representations of ~ which can occur in Ygl(S) are
(1) the trivial representation, (2) the natural representation of ~[(3, C) on C 3, (3) the
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contragredient of (2), (4) the adjoint representation. In each of these representations we
may verify directly that if xl and O(xl) kill a vector then so does the rest of d[(3, C ) ~ .
Apply this to the component of ~0 in each irreducible ~-submodule of YgI(S) to see that
D ~ p = 0 . From this,

proving V(S)IS#cYgI(S~).
Note the ~#-module isomorphism t: Y(I(S~,)~(~, ad). (Both representations are
irreducible, ~, contains a K~-invariant in the center of f and it has the same highest
restricted weight, 2a, as Y(t(S~). Thus the two are isomorphic.) This completes Step 1.
In (~#, ad)----(~lE(3, C), ad), the highest weight space is the one dimensional double
root space n#2, i.e., it is t(Ce(bo, 1)lSn). Consequently,

t(V(SD)-- ~,2
since both sides are irreducible g~,2-modules and tIV(Sn) is a ~#2-module isomorphism.
The only eigenvalues of a on V(S) are 2a, 0 , - 2 a . +2a each occur with multiplicity 1.
Thus

g~,2ct(V(S)lS#)c-

g~2+mn,

where m~, is the one-dimensional centralizer of a in L,. Now suppose in contradiction to
the claim of Step 2 that there were f in V(S) such that

0 ~=t(flS~,) E m~.

(4.5)

To show that this cannot occur, take xl4=0 in rt~,~ such that Oo(xO=x~. (For example, in
the isomorphism of ~, with d[(3,C) take x I corresponding to i(e31+e13)-(e32+e23).)
Then ad(0(x0):n~,2=m~ so except for a constant that we may safely ignore,

flS# = D2ot~Oe(b o, 1)[S~,.
On the other hand, since fEV(S),

and we are assuming (4.5), we must have

f=Do(x2 ) e(b o, 1) for some x 2 E n:. Consequently,
[f[2 ds =

D2otxOe(b0, 1) Dotx2) e(b o, 1) ds.

(4.6)
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O(X1)=O(XI)and
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the fact that the formal adjoint of D x is -Do(x) for any x E g#; also

use

D2xDo(x2)e(bo, 1)= Dye(bo, 1), y = [x 1, [x 1, O(x2)]]
to see that the right side of (4.6) is

fs e(bo, 1) Dy e(b o, l) ds.
But this y is in m and so kills e(b o, 1). Thus the left side of (4.6) is 0 contradicting (4.5)
and completing Step 2.

[]

LEMMA 4.10. Let g# and S~ be as in Lemma 4.9. Use Definition 4.3 to define the
map ~: S#--)R 3 and denote this map by ~ Then
II (s)ll = II (s)ll

(s e an).

Proof. Let V~, denote the g # : s u b m o d u l e of V(S) generated by e(b 0, 1) and V0 its
orthocompliment. Then, by the previous lemma, the restriction map to S~, is a isomorphism from V~ to V(S#), Moreover, the kernel of this restriction map, as a map from
V(S), is V0. From Corollary 4.5,

II~(s)ll

is independent of the choice of ~3..... ~q+l-

Choose these so that ~3EV# and for j = 4 ..... q+ l, ~jEV 0. Then
=

(s

from which the conclusion is immediate.

[]

The next step in the proof of (4.1) is to show that it holds for Pz(C). For this
purpose express P2(C) in terms of homogeneous coordinates: Think of it as the unit
sphere $5 in C a modulo multiplication by {u E CI lul = 1}. Denote the equivalence class of
z E $5 by [z]. Take So= [(1,0, 0)].
Recall from the Introduction that ei, denotes a matrix with all entries 0 but for a 1
at the jk-spot. For the space U/K=S=P2(C) we have u=~u(3). 0 is conjugation by

J=eH-e22-e33. Take
ct = Cx0,

x 0 = (e21-el2),

n 1 = C(e31+ie32)+C(e13+ie23),
n 2 = C(elt--ezz+i(el2+e21)) ,
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a(x o) = -i,
e(b o, 1) ([z]) = (zl + iz2) (zl +iz2)
=

(4.7)

Iz~12-lz212+i(z~~2+~ z2) (z E 55).

(It is not hard to check that (4.7) defines a function on Pz(C) and satisfies

Dxo e(b o, 1)= - 2 a ( x 0) e(b o, 1)
Dnl+n 2e(b o, 1) = 0).
The distance function 6 on P2(C) (which, recall, measures geodesic distance from
So and is normalized so that max(6)=:0 is given by
6([z]) = 2 arccos(Izd)

(4.8)

since this is K-invariant and gives the correct value, 2t, at
exp(tx 0) = [(cos(t), sin(t), 0)]

(0 ~< t ~<zd2).

LEMMA 4.11. For S=Pz(C), ~([z]) is given for z E $5 by

~I([Z] ) -~- [Zl[ 2 -

Iz212,

~2([z]) = zt ~2+z2 ~ ,
~3([Z]) = i ( z I Z2--Z2 s ).

In particular ~(S) is the closed unit ball if2 in R 3 and (4.1) holds for P2(C).
Proof. The values of ~1 and ~2 are set by (4.7) and e(b o, l)=~1+i~v The alleged
value of ~3 is obtained by translating ~2 by an element of U2:
~3(S) = ~2(US),

U = 0 9 e l l + o ) e 2 2 + e 3 3 E U 2,

09 = i In.

Thus this ~3 is in V(S) and has the same L 2 length as ~2. The orthogonality of ~3 to ~1
and ~2 follows from the more easily verified
0 = f s (z~ ~2)2ds,
5

O= fs lZl,2Zl~2ds,

etc.

5

A simple calculation now shows
@([z])ll = = (Iz,12+lzzl2) = ~ 1 (zE 55).
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This proves that ~(S)cf2 and, with (4.8) it gives
~l([z])+ll~([z])ll = 2lZl{2 = cos(6([z]))+ 1

proving (4.1) for P2(C).
Finally, for any x 6 fl we can solve x=~([z]) for z by taking
zl =

((x,+ Ilxll)/2) ''=

f0
Z2 = i (X2+ ix3)/2zl

ifz 1 = 0
if Zl ::~ 0

z3 = (1-Iz,I 2 - Iz=12)'/2
proving that ~(S)= f2.

[]

Remark. For any projective space over K = C or H we again have (4.7) and (4.8).
Then it is best to regard ~ as mapping to R G K by
~([z]) = <lzd 2 - Iz2l2, 2zl Z2).

In this formulation, L e m m a 4.11 proves (4.1) directly for these spaces. Despite this, it
seemed worth the effort to develop a proof of (4.1) which was more intrinsic.
LEMMA 4.12. For each of the spaces S of this section there is a representation ar o f
[]2 o n R q+l such that
(i) ~(U2)=SO(q+ 1);
(ii) ~(u) ~(s)=~(us) (u fi U2, s E S);
(iii) x is equivalent to the natural representation of U2 on Vr(S) (=the real-valued
functions in V(S));
Moreover,
(iv) (4.1) holds;
(v) q = 1 +dimc(n2);
(vi) ~(S)=g2, the closed unit ball in R q+l,
(vii) ~-l(af~)= U2so;
(viii) ~: U2 So---~ag2 is a diffeomorphism;
(ix) g20=interior(~\(0}) is the set o f regular values o f ~.

Proof. The existence of ~r satisfying (ii) and (iii) is automatic from the fact that
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is an equal-length orthogonal basis of V,. With K2 = U2 NK, U2/Kz is clearly a rank one
symmetric space without double restricted roots; thus U2/K2 is either a sphere or real
projective space. The latter is ruled out since U2/K2-~ U2 So has on it the a + n 2 eigenfunction e(bo, 1)1UzSo. This corresponds to the highest weight 2a which is also the restricted
root. This cannot happen on Pt(R). This also shows that er is the fundamental class 1
representation of U2, proving (i).
To prove (4.1), take any s E S. By L e m m a 4.8 choose gn E ~ # whose trajectory S#
contains s. Let ~# be the ~ of S# as in L e m m a 4.10. Then II~(s)ll=ll~(s)ll

by that lemma.

Also,

~#l(s) = 9]e(b o, 1)(s) = ~l(s).
Since S# is totally geodesic in S and contains So, the distance function G, of S# is just
61S# where 6 is the distance function for S. (We also need to check that the two
distance functions are normalized so as to have the same maximum value, zt. This
follows easily from the rank one geometry, since all complete geodesics in S are closed
and have the same length.) In particular, 6#(s)=6(s). Consequently, (4.1) for S reduces
to (4.1) for S,~ and that in turn is settled in L e m m a 4.1 I.
The same argument shows that I111 can take on all values in [0, 1] and only those
values since the same is true of ~**. Since ~(S) is SO(q+l)-invariant (by (i) and (ii), it
must be fl, proving (vi).
(v) follows from

q = dim(U2/K 2 = d i m c ( a + n 2) = I +dimc(n2).
(vii) follows from the reduction to S~, and L e m m a 4.11 which shows that
II~(s)ll = I I ~ ( s ) l l = 1

~

s~(Uzn U~)so.

For (viii), both U2 So and 3f~ are diffeomorphic to U2/K2, the latter via (i) and (ii).
It is clear that 0f~ and 0 are not regular values. But for x C fl0 find s E ~-l(x) by (vi).
(i) and (ii) make clear that the image of d~ at s contains at least the subspace x • The
reduction to S,~ and L e m m a 4.11 show that the image of d~ also contains the line Rx;
thus d~ is onto at s proving that it is a regular point. Since the argument applies to all s
in ~-l(x), x is a regular value, proving (ix).

[]

L e m m a 4.12 is the foundation stone for our theory of ~. Now we begin to erect that
theory. Recall S(e, ~!) from Definition 1.11 and Q(e, ~/) from the beginning of Section 3.
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LEMMA 4.13. ~-l(f2(e,
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r/))=S(e, r/).

Proof

s(e, ,~) -- {s ~ Sl I~l(S)l ~> ,7, cos(6(s)) I> - 1 + t }
= (s ~ sI I~,(s)l I> ,l, ~,(s)+ll~(s)ll I> E}
by (4.1). But this is precisely ~-~(Q(e, r/)).

[]

LEMMA 4.14. Let m=(dim(rh)-2)/2 and
w(r) = c r - l ( 1 - r ) '~ (0<r~< 1)
where c is chosen to give

f~w(llxll)dx=l.

(4.9)

Then for all fEC(ff2),

s f o ~(s) ds -- fJ(x) w(llxll)dx.
In other words, ~ carries the measure on S over to the measure on f2 whose
element is w(llxll) dx.
P r o o f Let/~ denote the U-invariant measure on S, normalized as usual so that
/~(S)= 1. Then kt o ~-1 is a measure on f~ whose Radon-Nykodym derivative with respect
to Lebesgue measure on f~ is
(1) smooth on g20 (by (ix) of L e m m a 4.12);
(2) rotation invariant (by (i), (ii) of L e m m a 4.12).
Thus there is a smooth function w on (0, 1) such that

dmo~ - x =

w(llxll)dx.

To prove that w is given by (4.9) recall the Cartan decomposition formula for the
measure ~ on U/K ([5], Theorem 5.10, p. 190):
~({s E S I~(s) ~ t}) = c I

[,

sinm'(0/2) sinm2(0) dO (0 < t < :~)

where m~=dimc(n) (j= l, 2). By (4.1) and the definition of w this is the integral of

w(llxll) dx over

(x ~ QI xl + Ilxll- 1 > cos(t)}.
The latter integral may be simplified by means of a map
9-908288 Acta Mathematica 164. Imprim~ le 23 f6vrier 1990

(4.10)
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Q 3 x ~ - ~ y E ~ 1= f 2 + ( l , 0 ..... 0)

yl=X~+llxll, ys=xs

( j = 2 ..... q + l ) .

If we write 5~ for the line segment
{(t, 0 ..... 0)Es I - l ~ < t ~ < 0 }
then this map is easily seen to be a diffeomorphism from ~ \ 5 ~ to f ~ \ { 0 } . The inverse
map y ~->x has

2 2 ...-y2q+X)/2yl,
xl = (Yl-Y2-

xj=yj

( j = 2 ..... q + l ) .

It is easy to see that
[[x[[ = [[y[[2/2yI

and

dx = ([[y[[2/2y~)dy

so the measure w([[x[Ddx on [2 goes over to

w(]]y][2/2y O ([[y[[2/2y~) dy

(4. I I)

on Q1. (4.10) corresponds in f]l to

{yE ~"~llYl- 1 ~ cos(l)}.
2
2
If we write v=y~, u=(yz+...+Yq+l)

c2 fo z

1/2

(4.12)

then the integral of (4.11) over (4.12) is

( (2v-v2)'~w((u 2+ v2)/2v) ((u 2+ v2)/2v)

v2)/2v2) u q- 1du do

((//2 +

=cos(t)+ 1 .lu=O

= cI

sinml(0/2) sinm2(0) dO.

Differentiate both sides with respect to t to get (with v = c o s ( 0 + 1):
sin(t)

w((//2+v2)/2v) ((//2+v2)/2v2) u q-1 d//= c 3 sin (t/2) sm m 2(t).
9

m

I

~

Jn=0

Rewrite this using m2+ 1= q and (m~-2)/2=m and a change of variables to get

w(t) t(t--r) (q-2)/2 dt = c3(1 - r ) m+q/2.
q~>2 is even so we may differentiate both sides q/2 times to get (4.9).

[]
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LEMMA 4.15. There is a bounded linear map

E: L ~(S)--->L~(ff2, w(lixll ) dx)
such that:
(i) For f E L1(S),
f s f dS = ~ E ( f ) w([Ixll)dx.
(ii) For fELl(S) and g EL=(Q),

E((go~)f) = gE(f)

a.e.

(iii) For f E Cn(S), E ( f ) is in cn(f~O) (n=0, 1..... ~ , co).
(iv) In (ii), if f and g are continuous then the conclusion holds everywhere on g2

(not just a.e.).
(v) I f f>~O then E(f)>~O.
(vi) E(1)= 1.
(vii) The norm o f E as a map from LP(S) to LP(Q, w(llxll)dx) is 1 (Z<~p<.~).
(viii) f i r e is the representation of U z on R q+l in Lemma 4.11 then for fEC(S) and

uE U2
E ( f o u) (x) = E ( f ) (~r(u)x)

(x E g2).

This sort o f thing is fairly well known from probability theory since E is essentially
a conditional expectation operator. See also [8].
The map ~ carries over the Laplace-Beltrami operator As on S to the operator A
(defined in (3.3)) on ~2 in the sense o f

Definition 4.16. L e t M be a compact C ~ manifold, F: M--~R k a C ~ map with at least
one regular point, and L a differential operator on M o f order n. Then F carries over L
to F(M) if there exists a differential operator L on F(M) such that

L(foF) = (Lf)oF

(fEC"(F(M))).

Note that since F has at least one regular point, the set of all regular points is dense
and open in M and F(M) is the closure of its interior.
LEMMA 4.17. A necessary and sufficient condition that F carry over the differen-

tial operator L to F(M) is that for every polynomial p on R k of degree ~<n=order(L)
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there is a function # on F(M) such that
L(poF) =#oF.
Moreover, s is uniquely determined by s =15for all such polynomials p.
The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 4.17 is easily stated and proved but it is rarely useful. The generic map F
does not satisfy Definition 4.16 when dim(M)>k>l. For example, e(bo, 1) carries As
over to C = R 2 when S is a sphere, but not when it is one of the spaces of this section.
The first hint that ~ satisfies Definition 4.16 comes from
LEMMA 4.18. I f h is a homogeneous, harmonic polynomial o f degree n

on

R q+l

then h o ~ is in ~n(S).
Proof. The space of such h is spanned by SO(q+ 1)-translates of tn where
e,(x) = (xl+ix2) ~ (xERq+l).

(4.13)

Then by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.12, the space of functions h o t is spanned by U2translates of e~o~=e(bo, n), all of which lie in ~ ( S ) .
[]
The h of Lemma 4.18 that have degree ~<2 comprise all but one dimension of the
space of polynomials of degree ~<2 on R q+l. Thus Lemma 4.18 (with Lemma 4.17)
almost establishes that ~ carries As over to an operator on R q+l. What is missing is a
statement expressing As(ll~ll2) in terms of ~. This is next.

Definition 4.19. Let a = m = m l / 2 - 1 and b=m2 where mj=dim(n) ( j = l , 2 ) . Let
Ca.b+2j~(2t - 1 )
Qn,j(t) = P~_j

(0~<t~< 1)

where/~k~'b) denotes the kth degree Jacobi polynomial corresponding to the weight
( 1 - t ) a ( l + t ) b (It]-< 1).
Write simply Qn for Q~,0. Thus

Qn(t)=p~n~,b)(2t_l)=(const.)EFl(-n,n+a+b+l;b+l;t)
LEMMA 4.20.

(0~< t~< 1).

(4.14)

Q~(II~II)~ ~ ( s ) for n E N.

Proof. Recall that 6 is the distance function on S. Then the zonal spherical function
~ E ~n(S) is given by
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q~.(s) = p.(cos(6(s)))
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(s E S)

where p. is a polynomial of degree n on R ([5], Theorem 4.5, p. 543). By (4.1)

•.(s) = p.(~,(s)+ll~(s)ll- 1) (s ~ s).
Since q~. is in ~.(S), so also is ~p. where

2

2

Let q.: [0, 1]---~R be given by
q.([[x[[) = f
p.((ux),+llxll- 1) du.
dsO(q+l)
Then ~P.=q.(ll~ll) and q. is a polynomial of degree n.
By Lemma 4.15 ((i), (ii), (vi)) the functions q.(llxll)=E(q.(ll~}l))(x) are orthogonal on
relative to the measure w(llXll)dx. Thus the polynomials q. are orthogonal on [0, 1]
relative to the weight
w(r)rq-l = ( l - r ) a r ~ (0~<r~< 1)

where a, b are as in Definition 4.19. From this, q.=(const.)Q..

[]

As in Section 1, Lemma 4.14 and Definition 4.i9, let
m r = ml/2+m 2= m+q = a+b + I.

(4.19)

LEMMA 4.21. ~ carries As over to the operator A on Q defined in (3.3):
[ra\ 2
rO
A = ~,Or) + m r ~ r - r A "
Proof. Any polynomial p o n R q+l of degree ~<2 may be written
p(x) = ho + hl(x) + h2(x) + c l a~(llxll) + cz az(llxll)

where Qj is as in Definition4.19, specifically (4.14), and hi is harmonic, homogeneous
Oil R q+l of degreej. Then Lemmas 4.19 and 4.20 show that
hjo ~,

QJ(II~II)fi ~ ( S ) .

From this, Lemma 4.17 shows that F = ~ carries L = A s over to a differential operator [,
on fl=~(S).
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L is determined by the fact that hj and x--*Q~(llxll) are eigenfunctions of/2 with the
same eigenvalues as As has on ~(S). If we normalize As so that

AsI~I(S) = (1 +mOI
then
Asl Y(j{S)=j(j+mOl.
From this and the fact that Ahj=0 we get

rO(rO)
~r -~r+m~ hi= Ah j.

s

Similarly, if we use (4.14) and the fact that the radial part of A is the ordinary
differential operator which has Qj as an eigenfunction with eigenvalue j(j+mO, we get
that
s

=j(j+m r) Qj(I]xH)=

AQj(IIx]I).

Thus s
on all polynomials of degree ~<2 thereby proving the lemma by the
uniqueness clause of Lemma 4.17.
[]
As a consequence we can give a complete description of the space of functions f o n
such that f o ~ E ~,(S).
THEOREM 4.22. Let ~n(~) denote the space of functions on f2 which are polynomi-

als of degree <,n in x and Ilxrl
Let Ygn(g2,w) denote the orthocompliment of
9~n-l(Q) in ~*~(f2) with respect to the inner product
(f,,fz ) =

fofl(X)

k(x) w(llxll) dx.

Then for any n E N
6) AINn(Q, w)=n(n+mOI.
(ii) L2(~2,w(llxll)ax) is the orthogonal direct sum of the subspaces N~(f2, w).
(iii) Nn(f2, w) is precisely the space of functions f on f2 such that f o ~ E ~n(S).
(iv) N~(f~, W) is itself the orthogonal direct sum of subspaces N,j(f2, w) (O<.j<.n)
each of which is SO(q+ D-irreducible. Functions in N~j(f2, w) all have the form

h(x)Q.J(tlxll) (xef )
where h is harmonic, homogeneous of degree j and Q~,i is as in Definition 4.19.
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Proof. By consideration of the highest order terms in ~.(f2) observe that
A~-o(ff2) = {0},

(A-n(n+mr)) .~,,(f~) c ~n_,(ff2) (n >i 1).

Let Y{. denote the kernel of A-n(n+mOI in ~.(f~). By induction on n, A-n(n+mOI is
nonsingular on o~n_l(Q) and ~n(f~) is the linear direct sum of the subspaces Y{0..... Y{.
with the natural map of Y{. to ~.(f2)/o%._~(f2) a linear isomorphism.
For (i) we must show that Y(.(~, w)= K.. This follows from the pairwise orthogonality of the spaces ~. (jE N) which can be proved as follows: F o r f E
A(fo ~) = (Af) o ~ =j(j+mOfo
by Lemma 4.21; thus

fo ~ 6 ~(S).

(4.15)

Then for fj E ~ and f~ fi 5g, with j.l=n,

(fj, fn) = f fj(x) fn(x) w(llxll) dx
.ta
(4.16)

fs (y~o0 (L o~) a s

=

= o.

For (ii), the sum of the Y(n(f2,w) is ~=(Q), the union of the ~.(f2), which in turn
contains all polynomials, certainly a dense subspace of LZ(f~, w ( l l x l l ) d x ) .
For (iii), (4.15) is half the claim. Conversely, i f f on f2 has f o ~ in Y(.(S) then fir20
must be continuous and bounded, and so is in L2(Q, w(ltxll)dx). By (4.16) with f=f.,
f • ~ ( ~ , w) for all j4=n. Then (ii) implies f must be in Yd.(t2, w).
For (iv) observe that ~.(f~) is SO(q+l)-stable so Yg.(Q,w) is too. Let 5g be a
nonzero, irreducible SO(q+l)-submodule of Y(.(f~,w). For 0<r~<l let r/r be the

SO(q+ 1)-module homomorphism of Y{ into one of the irreducible spaces ~<0f2) by
(rl,f) (s) =f(rs)

(s 6 0~, f6 5().

Since 5g is irreducible, each r/r is either null or an isomorphism and all the image
~<0f~)'s are the same; moreover by Schur's lemma the r/, differ by a scalar factor. Thus
for ffi N we have thatf(x)=g({Ixll)h(x) where h is homogenous, harmonic of degree j.
Then from Af=n(n+mOfand
2

•

a +((m~+ l) r-q))~r+
a
A = r(r-1)~-~
r
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(where O is the spherical part of A as in Section 3) and O h = - j ( j + q - 1 ) h we get

r(r- 1) g"(r)+((mr+ I) r-q) g'(r)-(n-j) (n+j+mr) g(r) = O.
Thus g is a multiple of

EFt(j--n, n+j+mr; 2j+q; r) = (const.) Q,,j(r)
as advertised. However, this is a polynomial only ifj<.n, establishing the limitation o n j
in (iv). Conversely, the same calculation shows that all functions h(x)Qn,J<llxll)(O<.j<~n,
and h as above) are in ~n(~, w).
[]
COROLLARY 4.23. A is essentially selfoadjoint on ~:|

the union of the ~,(fE).

Remark. This corollary could be proved directly and then used to establish (i), (ii),
and (iv) of the theorem without making use of ~ in the proof.
As a corollary of the corollary we have
LEMMA 4.24. For glE C2(fl0) and gEE CEc(Q0)we have (Agl, gE)= (gl, Ag2).

Proof. By a standard trick (of multiplying gt by a function in C2(f~0) which is 1 on
the support of gE) reduce to the case where both gl and g2 have support in rE0. Then
approximate both with elements from ~,(fl)(n sufficiently large) in the norm
((g, g) + (Ag, Ag)) it2 (g E C2(~0)).
Finally, use the symmetry of A on ff.(~) given by Corollary 4.23 (or really, by (i) and
(ii) of the theorem).
[]
This makes it easy to prove the following promised extension of Lemma 4.21:
LEMMA 4.25. For f E cE(s)

E(Asf)= AE(f)

on gEo.

(4.17)

Proof. Both sides of (4.17) are continuous on rE0 so it suffices to prove (4.17) in the
weak sense that
(E(f), Ag) = (E(Asf), g) (g E cEc(Q0)).
The left side of (4.18) is

(4.18)
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by Lemma 4.21. From the symmetry of As on C2(S), this is

fs

I"

I E(Asf) (x) ~(x) w(llxll) dx
Ja
by Lemma 4.15 (i), (ii). But this is the right side of (4.18).

[]

COROLLARY 4.26. E(~,(S))=~,(f2, w).

Proof. Lemma 4.25 and Lemma 4.15(vii) shows that E(~,(S)) consists of Z 2
eigenfunctions of A with eigenvalue n(n+mO and thus is inside ~,(f~, w) by Theorem
4.22. It is all of ~,(f~, w) by Lemma 4.15 (ii), (vi) (which shows that E(g o ~)=g).
[]
Remark. Alternately, Corollary 4.26 could be proved along with (iii) of Theorem
4.22 and then used to prove Lemma 4.25. This proof of Corollary 4.26 would use (i) and
(ii) of Lemma 4.15 to argue that E(~,(S)) was orthogonal to all ~<t), w)(j4=n).
Corollary 4.26 lets us answer a question left open in Lemmas 4.15 and 4.25.
LEMMA 4.27. For f i n C(S), E(f) is continuous on all of ~ (not just ff2o). Moreover,
(4.17) holds on f~ for f6C2(S).

Proof. For the first assertion approximatefuniformly by a sequence of {f,} in the
linear (i.e. nontopological) sum of the spaces ~ ( S ) ( j f i N). Then E(f,) lies in ~=(ff~) and
is thus a continuous function on Q. Now E(f) is the uniform limit of the E(f,) by
Lemma 4.15 (vii) with p = oo. Consequently E(f) is continuous on Q.
The proof of (4.17) is similar except that f , must now approximate f in the norm

IIflI~+{IAsflL.

Then

AE(f.) = E(Asf.)--.E(Asf),

E(f.)~E(f)

uniformly on •. Since (4.17) already holds on Q0 the preceeding shows that it must also
hold on Q.
[]
To complete the tie-in between Section 3 and the problem of proving the Main
theorem we need the operators on S that go over (under ~) to O and O1 o n R q+l.
Recall that O was the spherical part of A, the Laplacian o n R q+l. O1 is the spherical
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part of the Laplacian o n R q, regarded as acting on functions o n R q+l by holding the first
coordinate fixed.
For a compact semisimple Lie group C let Ac denote the negative of its Casimir
operator.
Recall the group U2 introduced in L e m m a 4.1 and its subgroup K2=U2nK.
At,2 and AK2 act on functions on S in the obvious way. For example,
( A v J ) (x) = Av2(u-->f(us))lu= I (fE C2(S)).
LEMMA 4.28. F o r f E C2(S)
(i) OE(f) = E(A v2f );
(ii) O 1E(f)=E(Atc2f).

Proof. (viii) of L e m m a 4.15 and (i) of L e m m a 4.12 give
E(At%f) = Aso~q+t)E(f) = OE(f),

E( AK2f ) = Aso<q)E(f) = 01E(f).
Now recall the space ~n(s

[]

from Section 3; it was a normed space of functions on

Q0 with norm Nn(-).
LEMMA 4.29. E is a bounded linear map from the Banach space C3~+q-2(S)

to @,(~).
Proof. For all f in C3"+q-Z(S) and O~l<~n,
(I-A)(I
U2

--

A

K~

)(n+q-4)/2AtS J"e

(4.19)

is bounded on S with a sup norm less than some constant (independent o f f ) times the
norm of C3"+q-2(S). If we apply E to (4.19) then L e m m a 4.28 and L e m m a 4.25 give
( I - O) ( I - Or) ~"+q-4)/2 AtE(f)
which must be continuous and bounded on g20 by the sup norm of (4.19). (This is from
L e m m a 4.15 (iii) and (vii). In fact, L e m m a 4.27 shows that it is continuous on all of ~ . )
Thus E(f)

is in @n(fl) and ./fn(E(f))

is bounded by a constant times the

C3~+q- Z(S)-norm.
Recall S(e, rl) from Definition 1.11 and e , , , and f2(e, r/) from early in Section 3.

[]
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LEMMA 4.30. For fCLI(S) and 0<e, r/<l

is

fQ E(f)(x)e.,.+m+,(x)w(llxll)dx

f(s)e*(b~

(E, ,1)

(E, ~)

(where, as usual in this section, m=ml/2-1 and ml=dimnl).
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.13 (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.15, and the fact
that

e.(bo, n) = e.,,+m+lo
is bounded on S(e, rl) when q>0.
LEMMA 4.31. F o r f E

[]

c3n+3m+q-2(S)and

f(kbo, n;e, rl)= ~

0<e, r/<l

f(ks)e.(bo, n)(s)ds

(kEK)

.s S(t, ~)

is bounded by a constant times the norm of f i n C3"+3m+q-Z(S). Also, the limit
f(b, n) = lira lira f(b, n; e, ~7)
e--->0+ r/__~0+

exists for all b CB and shares the bound on f(b, n; e, ~7).
Proof. Write fk(s)=f(ks) for k EK. Then k---+fk is a continuous, hence uniformly
bounded map from K to c3n+3m+q-2(S)and
f(kb o, n; e, rl) = f ~ b o, n; e, r/), f(kbo, n) = ? ( b 0, n).
Thus it suffices to prove the bound on f(bo, n;e, r#) and the existence of f(b0, n). This
follows immediately from Lemmas 4.29 and 4.30 and Theorem 3.1.

[]

We have the following corollary of the proof:
COROLLARY 4.32. For f E c3n+3m+q-2(S)

f(kb, n)=f~(b,n) (k6K, b6B).
COROLLARY 4.33. For f E C3n+am+q-~(S),f(b, n) is continuous in b EB.

Proof. k--+fk is continuous from K to c3n+3m+q-2(S)and f~f(bo, n) is continuous
from c3n+3m+q-2(S)to C so k ~ f ( k b o, n) is continuous on K.
[]
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Recall that 9 . denotes the zonal spherical function in ~.(S) and that we also use q~.
to denote the corresponding function defined on S x S by
q~.(us 0, s) =
LEMMA 4.34.

~.(u-]s) (u 6 U, s E S).

For fE C3"+3'~+q-2(S)

I

f(s') ~,(s , s) ds

Proof.

s

(b, n) e(b, n) (s) ds.

(4.20)

For e>O let

f(b,n;e,O)= lim f(b,n;e, tl) (bEB).
~ .-.*0 *

Then
lim
E--. O +

|

JB

If(b, n; e, O)-f(b,

since as e-->O+, f(b, n; e, O) converges to f(b,

n)[ db

=0

n) pointwise

on B with a uniform bound.

Thus for any r>O there is an e>O such that

fBIf(b,

O)-f(b,

n,

n)l db <

r.

By the same argument there is r/l>O such that for all

fBIf( b, n; e, rl)-/( b, n; e, 0)[ db <

O<r/<r/i,
r

so we have that the right side of (4.20) is within 2r of

fBf(b,n;e, rl)e(b,n)(s)db= s ~
K

f(ks,)e,(bo, n)(s')e(kbo, n)(s)ds'dk.

(4.21)

S(e, T1)

Now it is tempting to try to simply change the order of integration while moving the
k from f(ks) to

e,(b o, n) (k-:s') = e,(kb o, n) (s')
and then argue as in T h e o r e m 1.10 using T h e o r e m 1.7. The trouble with this is that

S(e, rl) is

not K-invariant. However, it is K2-invariant so we can at least interchange
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integration over/(2 with integration over S(e, q). This turns out to be enough to smooth
out

fx e.(kbo, n)(s') e(kbo,n ) (s) dk
2

for s' outside the antipodal set.
In more detail, the right side of (4.21) becomes

fK ( (

f(kk2s')e*(bo, n)(s')e(kzbo, n)(k-'s)ds' dkdk2

2 d K dS(e, rl)

=f ~

f(ks')f e.(kzbo, n)(s')e(kzbo, n)(k-'s)dk2ds'dk

J K JS(*, e)

JK2

by using

e.(bo, n) (k~1s') = e.(k2bo, n) (s')

(k2 E K 2, s' E S(e, r])).

Now Lemma 4.12 shows that in the representation ~t of U2 on Rq+l,:r(K2) is the
subgroup of SO(q+l) which preserves xl+llxll-l, i,e. it is SO(q) (r~garded as the
subgroup of SO(q+ 1) which fixes (I, 0 ..... 0)). Thus, with e, defined in (4.13),

fr e.(k2bo, n)(s')e(k2bo, n)(s)dk2= L
2

e,.~§
O(q)

= F.,,.+,(~(s')),

~(s), ( 1 , 0 . . . . . 0)) H~(s')tl - z " - 2 " - q - ~

= ~ ( s ' , s)

by Corollary 2.12, where F,,,,+l(y, x (1),x (z)) is the polynomial introduced there. ~(s', s)
therefore extends by continuity to an analytic function on S x S(e, 0) for any e>0. Thus
we can find r/z>0 such that for any 0<r/<r/z, (4.21) is within r of

f,,fs

,(s')(Jg(k-Is'.k-ls)dkds '
(e,O)

since

S(e, 0) is K-invariant.

dS(~,O)

However, for

dK

s'E S(1/2, 0)

fK~(k-ls'.k-ls)dk= fKe(bo.n)(k-ls)e,(bo.n)(k-ls')dk
= fx e(b. n) (s) e,(b. n) (s') db = r

s)

(4.22,
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by Theorem 1.7, so this also holds for s' E S(e, 0) since both sides are analytic on S(e, 0).
Thus (4.22) becomes

fs

f (s') (p.(s', s) ds'.
(e, O)

Thus we can choose e small enough so that there is q3 for which if 0<r/<q3 then the
right side of (4.20) is within 4r of the left side. Since r > 0 was arbitrary, this proves the
lemma.

[]

Drawing these results together, we have the following expression of the Main
theorem for spaces of this section:
THEOREM 4.35. For fEC~(S) and hEN
lim lim f(b, n; e, ~) =f(b, n)
e--~O+ q--~O+

with the convergence in C~(B). Moreouer, the component fn o f f in Y(,(S) is

L(s) = d, fBf(b, n) e(b, n) (s) ds
(where d,=dim(Y(,(S)) is gioen in Table 2 of Section 1, and f(b, n;e, r]) is defined in
Definition 1.11). The series Zof n converges to f in C~(S).
Proof. L e m m a 4.31 proves that the limit exists and f ~ f ( b , n ) is a continuous
functional on the Banach space Cn'(S) where n'=3n+3m+q-2. F o r C ~ functions f, the
function k ~ f k is a C ~ map from K to C"(S). Then Corollary 4.32 shows that k~f(kb, n)
is C ~ on K. Each f ( b , n; e, r/) is also in C~(B) and from Definition 1.11 satisfies
?(b,n;e,,1)=f(kb, n;e,~)

(kE K).

Thus

Anf(b, n; e, ~) = ( ~

(b, n; e, 17).

If we iterate this and take the limit at each stage we get
lim lim AtBf(b, n;e, r/) = AtBf(b, n)
e---,0 + ~/___~0+

uniformly in b E B for all l E N. Thus the convergence is in C=(B).
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The recovery of fn from f(b, n) is immediate from Lemma 4.34 combined with
Cartan's theorem that

fn(S) = d,, fs ~Pn(s" s)f(s')ds'.
The C = convergence of E ~ fn to f forC = functions f i s well known.

[]

We end by completing the proof of Theorem 1.13.
LEMMA 4.36. Theorem 1.13 is valid for the spaces of this section.

Proof. We have to establish (1.16). For fEC~(S) approximate the right side of
(1.16) by

d n frf(kbo, n; e, tl ) e(kb o, nl) (sO ... e(kb o, ng) (Sg)dk

(4.23)

for small e, r/>O. Write f(kbo, n; e, rl) as

fa(~, ~)E( fk) (x) e.,n+m+ 1(X)W(lIXll)dX
and replace Sr by fK f r 2 in (4.23) to get

anfr

E((fk)(x) e*,n+m+

x) w(llxll)ax

x en,(=(k~ 1) ~(k-lSl)) ... en~(:r(k~ ~) ~(k-lsi)) dk2 dk

(4.24)

UE---~SO(q+1) is the representation in Lemma 4.12 and en is defined in (4.13).
Since •(e, r/) is stable under ~r(K2) we may interchange the order of integration over
K2 and f~(e, r/) in (4.24) and apply Corollary 2.12 to get

where ~:

f/~2~*, ?t-t-m+ l(ar(k- 1)x) Enl(Y~(k-I ) x~l)).., Enj+l(~(k-l) x ~)+l))dk

=

Fn, ..... . j + , ( x , x r . . . . . x (j+')llxll -=n-=m-q-~

where F., ..... nj+, is the polynomial introduced in Corollary 2.12, and
xU+t)=(1,0 ..... 0),

nj+~=m+l
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so that

e~i+~(~'(k~-l)x(J+l))
= I.
Thus (4.24) becomes

(e,

~1)

For e>0 the integrand is bounded regardless of r/. Let r/--~0 +. ~(e, 0) is K-invariant so
we can interchange the integrals over K and f~(e, 0) and obtain
d. f
f ( s ) IJxl(s,S 1 . . . .
JS(~,O)

,

s.~) ds

where qJ is as in Theorems 1.9 and 1.13. Let e ~ 0 + and this becomes the left side of
(1.16).

[]
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